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Abstract

Wherever lightning occurs, it impacts the chemistry profoundly. Therefore,

lightning could have a substantial impact on the chemistry of protoplanetary

disks. The link between lightning and protoplanetary disks are charged dust

grains, as they are required for lightning to emerge and do appear in the mid-

planes of protoplanetary disks. Charged dust grains can play a vital role in the

planet formation process due to their interaction with the magneto rotational

instability, hence understanding their charging behavior in detail could give new

insights into the planet formation process.

The main topic of this work is to investigate how dust grains charge in the

midplanes of proplanetary disks, how they impact the chemistry and the charge

balance and lastly whether they could lead to the emergence of lightning. In

order to study the charging behavior of dust grains in protoplanetary disks, I

use the thermo-chemical disk model ProDiMo (Woitke et al. [2016]).

I did several improvements to the model, in order to make this study possi-

ble. For example I made it possible for the model to consider several different

dust grain sizes, where previously the model used a single average dust grain

size. Additionally I implemented a new approach in the charging chemistry of

ProDiMo where we can now handle triboelectric charging in conjunction with

the other charging mechanisms, such as photoionization, electron attachment

and charge exchanges between dust grains and molecules. This approach of

combining triboelectric charging and other charging mechanism is a completely

new approach in the field.

The main findings of this study is that in the midplanes of protoplanetary

disks the dust grains become the dominant negative charge carrier and together

with NH4
+ dominate the charge balance.
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vi ABSTRACT

Using these results, I developed a simple turbulence driven charge separation

model in order to test if the conditions that I found in the midplanes could lead

to an emergence of lightning. I found that the electric fields generated in this way

are not large enough for an electron avalanche to occur. An electron avalanche

is mandatory for lightning to occur.

In addition, this work will show some preliminary results of the implemen-

tation of triboelectric charging. The main finding is that the dust charging

distribution can change significantly if one considers triboelectric charging.

Lastly, this work also discusses my involvement in the MSG project (Jørgensen

et al.) and the work I did in implementing non-equilibrium chemistry into the

MARCS code. In particular, I test the impact of the Chapman cycle on the

upper atmospheres of a simulated exoplanet.



Resumé

Hvor end lyn opst̊ar, vil de have en stor indvirken p̊a kemien. Derfor kunne lyn

ogs̊a have en væsentlig effekt p̊a kemien af protoplanetariske skiver.

Linket mellem lyn og protoplanetariske skiver er ladede støvkorn, eftersom

de er nødvendige for at lyn kan opst̊a og de findes i midtplanerne af protoplane-

tariske skiver. Ladede støvkorn kan spille en afgørende rolle i planetdannelsen p̊a

grund af deres interaktion med magneto-rotationsustabiliteten, og derfor kan en

mere detaljeret forst̊aelse af deres ladning give ny indsigt i planetdannelsespro-

cessen.

Hovedform̊alet med dette studie er at undersøge, hvordan støvkorn lades i

midtplanerne af proplanetære skiver, hvordan de p̊avirker kemien og ladnings-

balancen, og endelig, om de kan føre til fremkomsten af lyn. For at studere

støvkorns ladeadfærd i protoplanetariske skiver benytter jeg den termokemiske

skivemodel ProDiMo (Woitke et al. [2016]).

Jeg har foretaget flere forbedringer af modellen, for at muliggøre dette studie.

Jeg gjorde det blandt andet muligt for modellen at inkludere flere forskellige

størrelser af støvkorn, hvor modellen tidligere brugte en enkelt gennemsnitlig

støvkornstørrelse. Derudover implementerede jeg en ny tilgang i ladekemien

i ProDiMo, hvor vi nu kan inkludere triboelektrisk ladning i samarbejde med

de andre ladningsmekanismer, s̊asom fotoionisering, elektronvedhæftning og lad-

ningsudveksling mellem støvregn og molekyler. Denne tilgang med at kombinere

triboelektrisk ladning og andre ladningsmekanismer er en helt ny tilføjelse til

feltet. Hovedresultaterne af dette studie er, at støvkornene i midtplanerne af

protoplanetariske skiver bliver den dominerende negative ladningsbærer og sam-

men med NH4+ dominerer ladningsbalancen.

Udover disse simuleringer udviklede jeg ogs̊a en simpel turbulensdrevet lad-
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viii RESUMÉ

ningsadskillelsesmodel for at teste om de forhold, som jeg fandt i midtplanerne,

kunne føre til dannelsen af lyn. Jeg fandt ud af, at de elektriske felter, der gener-

eres p̊a denne m̊ade, ikke er store nok til, at der kan opst̊a en elektron-lavine.

En elektron-lavine er nødvendige for at lyn kan opst̊a.

Derudover vil dette arbejde ogs̊a vise nogle foreløbige resultater af imple-

menteringen af triboelektrisk ladning. Hovedfundet er, at ladningsfordelingen

af støvkornene kan ændres væsentligt, hvis man inkluderer triboelektrisk lad-

ning. Til slut vil dette arbejde ogs̊a diskutere min involvering i MSG projek-

tet (Jørgensen et al.) og det arbejde, jeg foretog med at implementere ikke-

ligevægtskemi i MARCS-koden. Især tester jeg effekten af Chapman cyklussen

p̊a den øvre atmosfære af en simuleret exoplanet.



Zusammenfassung

Wo Blitze auftreten, beeinflussen sie die Chemie auf signifikante Weise. Blitze

könnten somit auch einen großen Einfluss auf die Chemie in protoplanetaren

Scheiben haben. Die Verbindung zwischen Blitzen und protoplanetaren Scheiben

sind geladene Staubkörner, da sie eine Voraussetzung für Blitze und in den Mit-

telebenen von protoplanetaren Scheiben zu finden sind. Geladene Staubteilchen

können darüber hinaus eine wichtige Rolle während der Planetenentstehung

spielen aufgrund ihrer Interaktion mit der Magnetorotationsinstabilität. Ein

besseres Verständnis davon, wie sich Staubkörner aufladen, könnte neue Erken-

ntnisse für den Planetenentstehungsprozess liefern.

Der zentrale Fokus dieser Arbeit ist zu verstehen, wie Staubkörner sich in-

nerhalb der Mittelebene von protoplanetaren Scheiben aufladen, wie sie Chemie

und die Ladungsbalance beeinflussen und letztlich, ob sie die Entstehung von

Blitzen möglich machen können. Um das Aufladeverhalten von Staubkörnern

in protoplanetaren Scheiben besser zu verstehen, werde ich den Nutzen von dem

thermochemischen Scheibenmodell ProDiMo (Woitke et al. [2016]).

Es wurden einige Verbesserungen an diesem Model von mir durchgeführt,

welche eine Voraussetzung waren, um diese Arbeit zu ermöglichen. Zum Beispiel

habe ich es möglich gemacht, dass das Model in der Lage ist, Staubkörner

verschiedener Größen zu berücksichtigen. Dies war vorher nicht der Fall, wo

lediglich eine durchschnittliche Staubkorngröße benutzt wurde. Ferner habe

ich einen neuen Ansatz in die gesamte Ladungschemie von ProDiMo einge-

baut, welche es nun ermöglicht den triboelektrischen Ladungsmechanismus in

Kombination mit anderen Ladungsmechanismen, wie zum Beispiel, Photoionisa-

tion, Elektronenanlagerung und Ladungsaustausch zwischen Staubkörnern und

Molekülen. Dieser Ansatz, triboelektrisches Laden und die anderen Mechanis-

men zu kombinieren, ist vollkommen neu und erstmalig angewendet in diesem
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Fachbereich.

Eines der Hauptresultate dieser These ist, dass in der Mittelebene von proto-

planetaren Scheiben die Staubkörner der dominierende negative Ladungsträger

sind und zusammen mit positiven NH4
+ Molekülen die Ladungsbalance do-

minieren. Auf der Basis dieses Resultats habe ich ein turbulentes Ladungssep-

arationsmodel entwickelt, um zu testen, ob die Gegebenheiten, die wir in den

Mittelebenen vorfinden, dazu geeignet sind, um Blitze zu erzeugen. Es zeigt

sich, dass die elektrischen Felder, die man mit dieser Methode erzeugen kann,

nicht groß genug sind, um eine Elektronenlawine auszulösen. Elektronenlawinen

sind eine Voraussetzung für Blitze.

Darüber hinaus wird diese Arbeit einige vorzeitige Resultate der Implemen-

tation des triboelektrischen Ladungsprozesses zeigen. Das Hauptresultat hier

ist, dass sich die Staubkornladungsverteilung signifikant ändern kann, wenn man

triboelektrisches Aufladen berücksichtigt.

Zu guter Letzt diskutiert diese Arbeit auch meine Teilhabe an dem MSG Pro-

jekt (Jørgensen et al.) und meine Arbeit an der Implementation von Nichtgle-

ichgewichtschemie in den MARCS Code. Im Besonderen werde ich den Einfluss

des Chapman Kreislaufs auf die oberen Atmosphärenschichten eines Testplan-

etens diskutieren.
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1
Introduction

1.1 Outline of the Introduction

This introduction will start by giving an overview of what protoplanetary disks

are and give a short summary of the current state of research in the field (Sec.

1.2).

We will then go into more detail into the areas crucial to this thesis. These will

be a section on what is known about the dust grains in protoplanetary disks in

general (Sec. 1.3) and known effects of charged dust grains in protoplanetary

disks (Sec. 1.3.1).

We then discuss the second big topic of this thesis with a section on lightning

in particular (Sec. 1.4), focusing on how lightning can emerge on earth and

observations and theories of non-terrestrial lightning. We will then discuss what

are the necessary conditions for lightning to emerge (Sec. 1.4.1). The, for

this thesis and lightning very important, dust grain charging mechanism called

triboelectric charging will be explained in Section 1.4.2

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

Lastly, an overview will be given on the research that already has been done in

the field of lightning in protoplanetary disks 1.5.

The introduction will be concluded by an outline of the thesis overall in section

1.6.

1.2 Protoplanetary Disks

As the name might suggest to the observant reader, protoplanetary disks are

the birthplace of planets. In its most fundamental form protoplanetary disks

are a type of accretion disk that form around young stellar objects (YSO). They

get their characteristic disk form due to the fact that the angular momentum

within a collapsing molecular cloud, exceeds the amount of angular momentum

that can be taken on by the YSO (Goodman et al. [1993]).

Due to the fact that protoplanetary disks are accretion disks, their lifetime is

very short compared to the host star. Large amounts of material in the disk still

accretes onto the host star, can get carried away by other effects such as winds

and some of the material will form planets. In the classification scheme for YSO

by Lada and Wilking [1984], protoplanetary disks are usually classified as Class

II. They show an the excess in the infrared parts of the stellar spectrum, which

hints at one major component of protoplanetary disk and that is the dust (See

Fig. 1.1).

Observing protoplanetary disks can be a challenging endeavor due to the

different ranges of wavelength that one would require to get a full picture of

both the gas and the dust (compare Fig. 1.2). Observations in the infrared,

for example with JWST, would only reveal the upper layers of the disk. If one

would be interested in the lower areas where dust is abundant one would need

millimeter observations, for example with ALMA.

These millimeter observations can reveal highly diverse substructures in the

dust in the outer disk, with gaps and rings forming, (compare Fig. 1.3). A

good example of such observations is the big MAPS survey with ALMA (Öberg

et al. [2021], Ilee et al. [2021]). We can only see the outer disk structure mostly

due to spatial resolution issues. At the long wavelengths that ALMA operates

in even its km baseline is not large enough to allow the resolution necessary to

investigate inner areas of the disk. Telescopes that operate in the near infrared

2



1.2. Protoplanetary Disks

Figure 1.1: A short illustration of the star and planetary system formation process
from its beginnings as a prestellar core, through the 4 stages from being classified as
a class 0 to class III object onto the final planetary system. The image is taken from
Drazkowska et al. [2022]. Permission for reuse granted by the creator.

like VLT/SPHERE could image the inner areas of the disk, but still not the

midplane areas is, as these areas are highly opaque (compare again Fig. 1.2).

The host star will also become problematic at those wavelengths as it starts to

dominate the spectrum.

If one would like to study the more inner regions towards the host star obser-

vations will not be the best tool. Here computer simulations are an extremely

helpful tool as it allows us to shine a light on these regions. In addition, with the

notoriously long timescales of astrophysical objects compared to meager human

lifetime timescales, computer simulations allow us to understand dynamical pro-

cess and evolutionary processes in disks in higher detail. In this study we will

make use of the the thermo-chemical disk simulation code ProDiMo (Woitke

et al. [2016]) to investigate these inner areas in more detail.

3
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of a protoplanetary disk in edge-on view. The left hand
side illustrates what parts of the disk can be imaged in which wavelength regimes and
with which instrument. The right hand side gives an image of the different processes
that dust grains undergo or take part in within a protoplanetary disks. Important
mentions are, from right to left in the image, settling and drifting, ice formation, their
concentration via dust traps and the formation of planets. Image taken from figure
1.3 of the PhD Thesis of A. Bosman (Bosman [2018]) . Permission for reuse granted
by the creator.

1.3 Dust grains in protoplanetary disks

Dust grains make up only about 1 percent of the total mass of protoplanetary

disks, following the dust to gas ration of the interstellar medium (ISM) (Wein-

gartner and Draine [2001]). Since the dust grains in protoplanetary disks are

a remnant of the ISM, they are made of the same material. Hence, when we

talk about dust grains in protoplanetary disk we mostly talk about amorphous

silicate dust grains Draine [2003] Min et al. [2006] (see Fig. 1.4).

Dust grains in disks are probably the most intriguing component of the disks

because dust grains in protoplanetary disks are the basis material of planets (see

reviews on planet formation such as Drazkowska et al. [2022]). In order for plan-

ets to form, dust grains within a protoplanetary disk have to accumulate. The

first step of accumulation is settling. Dust grains tend to gravitationally set-

tle into the midplane of protoplanetary disk on comparatively short timescales

(Dubrulle et al. [1995], Dullemond and Dominik [2004], and Riols and Lesur

[2018]). In addition to settling in the midplane dust grains also experience a

drift towards the host star. This drift is induced by the dust grains experienc-

ing drag forces when moving through the gas of the disk. These drag forces

occur due to the gas and grains rotating at different velocities around the host

4



1.3. Dust grains in protoplanetary disks

Figure 1.3: Observation of the continuum of the the protoplanetary disks around
HL Tau. Image credit to ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO).
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star. The dust grains rotate at Keplerian velocities and the gas rotates at

sub-Keplerian velocities. These drag forces slow down the grains, resulting in

the dust grains drifting inwards to match their rotation velocity to appropriate

orbits (compare reviews like Birnstiel et al. [2016], Birnstiel [2023]).

Whilst settling and drifting are a first step in dust accumulation to form

planets, these processes are not sufficient enough to ultimately form planets.

In order to achieve a high enough concentration of dust grains, they need to

be concentrated further in what are called dust or pressure traps. Once the

dust grains have clustered together they could start to grow from their usual

sub-micron to millimeter size to form pebbles (≈ mm to cm size) and ultimately

planetessimals (km sized) via collisions. But, a simple hierarchical growth, from

dust grains to pebbles and then planetessimals, seems to not be possible, since

several growth barriers have to be overcome in the process.

When dust grains collide, there can be several outcomes. The positive out-

comes, which are the ones where at least one of the interacting particles grows,

would be sticking and mass transfer. The negative ones would be bouncing,

where no mass transfer occurs, or fragmentation, effectively a return to the

starting point of the growth process. It has been shown that at the velocities

that dust grains would have under typical midplane conditions growth beyond

millimeter sizes becomes less and less likely, due the dust grains starting to

bounce and fragment more often than they would stick or transfer mass with

each other (compare Chapter 3 of Birnstiel et al. [2016] in particular their Fig.

2).

The question that arises here is, if it is not possible for pebbles to grow

beyond cm sizes, how can larger objects like planetessimals and even ultimately

planets form. A solution to this problem could be the streaming instability

(Youdin and Goodman [2005] Youdin and Johansen [2007] Johansen and Youdin

[2007]). Streaming instabilities achieve the clustering of dust grains by creating

an area where dust grains are sheltered from the drag forces of the gas, com-

parable to how the outer riders of a peleton in a bike race shelter the riders

inside the peleton from the wind drag. This sheltering is so effective that the

accumulating pebbles can become gravitationally unstable, ultimately forming

planetessimals (≈ km size).

A last step in planet formation is then the ultimate growth of planetessi-

mals towards planet sized objects. The leading theory here is pebble accretion

6



1.3. Dust grains in protoplanetary disks

Figure 1.4: An image of an interplanetary dust grain of roughly 100 times 40 microns
in sizes. It gives us an idea of how protoplanetary dust grains would look as well. One
can see very well how these dust grains are aggregates of mostly smaller grains and
some more crystalline components such as glasses. They also contain some organic
compounds. They are very porous and it is easy to understand why they are sometimes
referred to as ”fluffy”. Image credit to NASA.

Johansen and Lambrechts [2017], Lambrechts and Johansen [2012].

1.3.1 Effects of charged dust grains

The effects of charged dust grains are sometimes neglected in theoretical ap-

proaches due to additional complications that come when accounting for it. For

example, the growth of planetessimals could be inhibited by charged dust grains

(Akimkin et al. [2023], Okuzumi [2009], Okuzumi et al. [2011], and Akimkin

et al. [2020]). In the important regions for planet formation, the midplane

of disks, dust grains tend to charge mostly negative, due the area being well

shielded. This effect of dust grains inhibiting planetessimal growth is often

called the charge barrier.
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But, charged dust grains could also be beneficial for the planet formation.

As mentioned before, for effective planet formation to occur we require dust

grains to get trapped, for example in streaming instabilities. For streaming

instabilities to occur, a dust to gas ratio of the order of unity is required. In an

unperturbed disk, at low enough levels of viscosity, such dust to gas ratios can

be reached. But, the settling process of the dust grains could get perturbed by

several instabilities.

Some of these instabilities, that could lead to dust getting perturbed like

vertical shear instabilities (Nelson et al. [2013]), convective overstabilities (Klahr

and Hubbard [2014]) or the so called zombie vortices (Marcus et al. [2013]

Marcus et al. [2015] Marcus et al. [2016] Lesur and Latter [2016]). But the one

where charged dust grains could play a role is the magneto magneto-rotational

instability (MRI) (Salmeron and Wardle [2008], Suzuki et al. [2010] Perez-Becker

and Chiang [2011], Bai [2011], and Thi et al. [2019]).

The MRI is an magneto-hydrodynamical (MHD) effect, occurring predomi-

nately in the midplane of disks and close to the host star. MRIs are a result of

the magnetic field coupling to the weakly ionized gas exerting an influence on

the gas. Due to the weak ionization of the gas, the gas particles feel the influence

of the magnetic field. If the gas particles get perturbed, by for example some

drifting more in wards and some drifting more outwards, the magnetic field lines

would bend in accordance with this perturbation. When magnetic field lines get

bend, a magnetic tension builds itself up, and in the case of MRI this tension

can result in a spring like effect, where gas particles which are radially closer

to the host star lose angular momentum and drift even more inwards radially,

whilst the radially more outwards particles gain angular momentum and drift

more outwards. An illustration of this mechanism is shown in Fig. 1.5.

However, dust grains could come to the rescue here, as they can play a

role in creating so called ”dead-zones” (Dullemond and Penzlin [2018], Regály

et al. [2021], and Regaly et al. [2023]) where MRI does not occur and hence

aid the process of dust grain concentration. We will see, that dust grains tend

to get charged negatively via there reaction with electrons. As this process

removes electrons from the gas and it lowers the ionization fraction of the gas.

As mentioned, the gas needs to be weakly ionized for MRI to occur. In the

literature we find values for the electron fraction of at least 10−13 at 1 AU to

be a requirement for MRI to occur (compare first page of Inutsuka and Sano
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1.3. Dust grains in protoplanetary disks

Figure 1.5: An illustration of how the magneto-rotational instability (MRI) occurs
within a protoplanetary disk. The lower image is a crude representation of a proto-
planetary disk with an arbitrary chosen box of gas at distance r from the host star.
We then zoom into this box and show 4 stages of how MRI can develop. The first
image just shows the magnetic field as a red vertical line and two particles in the disk
that are coupled to said field and experience an initial perturbation The crucial parts
in understanding this instability are the second and third box. Firstly the particles
experience different azimuthal displacement due to the shear in the disk. The mag-
netic field counteracts this displacement via magnetic tension, resulting in the upper
particle to lose angular momentum and the lower particle to gain angular momentum.
The fourth box shows the end result of the upper particle drifting inwards radially
and the lower particle outwards. The figure is a creation of my own but inspiration
was taken from figure 1.18 in Armitage and Kley [2019]

[2005]). We will see that the charging of dust grains can lower this fraction by

orders of magnitude and therefore be responsible for the creation of dead zones

and potentially aid in the planet formation process. This whole effect will get

discussed in higher detail in chapter 2 of this thesis.
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1.4 Lightning

The fascination with lightning might be one of humankind’s longest lasting. To

our ancestors the fire of the sky had to be of divine origin, only this way could its

destructive force be explained, cast from sky-bound deities, either named Zeus,

Thor or Indra. Nowadays we of course know that lightning is created from

much more earthly origins. But, its fascination has not waned in the slightest.

Studying lightning is an interesting endeavor due to its chemical implications.

Lightning discharges on Earth are accompanied by very high temperatures,

exceeding 40000 K (Orville [1968a] Orville [1968b] Orville [1968c]). These high

temperatures can result in chemical processes occurring which would be impos-

sible otherwise. For example these high temperatures are capable of splitting

molecular nitrogen into its atomic components. The atomic nitrogen is then

further capable of forming nitrogen oxygen compounds NOx. These nitrogen

oxygen compounds play an important role in the abiotic fixation of nitrogen

(Noxon [1976] Hill et al. [1980] Price et al. [1997]). Hence, Lightning could

therefore have played an important role in the prebiotic fixation of nitrogen

(Navarro-González et al. [2001]), and fundamentally influenced how life formed

on this planet.

Additionally, Lightning, and the resulting nitrogen oxygen compounds, could

have also played an integral part in the generation of the first ozone molecules

in the atmospheres (Wild [2007] Murray et al. [2013]). Whilst in today’s atmo-

sphere, the ozone layer is held up by the Chapman cycle (Chapman [1930]), the

ozone that is required for this cycle to work has to be seeded into the atmosphere

in the first place. Here the nitrogen oxygen compounds are also important as

the photodissociation of NO2 results in in atomic oxygen, which can then react

to ozone together with molecular oxygen.

However, lightning is not a phenomenon exclusive to earth. There have

been direct observations of lightning in other solar system objects such as Venus

(Russell et al. [2006] Russell et al. [2007] Russell et al. [2008]) and Saturn (Baines

et al. [2009] Dyudina et al. [2010]). For planets outside of the solar system we at

this point only have theoretical proof of lightning and its impact (Braam et al.

[2022] Braam et al. [2023]).
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1.4.1 Lightning Mechanisms

For lightning to emerge, certain conditions have to occur. In my own studies of

the topic I started to summarize these conditions as the 2 D’s, difference and

distance (see Fig. 1.6 for an illustration).

Difference describes the fact that in order for lightning to occur one needs

chargeable particles, but there needs to be a factor where these chargeable parti-

cles are different from one another. For example, one could have different types

of material that charge in a different manner, as is in the case in thunderclouds

on earth, where ice crystals and graupel are the chargeable particles (Takahashi

[1978] Jayaratne et al. [1983] Saunders [1993] Saunders and Peck [1998]). But,

one could also use materials of the same kind, for example dust grains, and have

them be different in another aspect. One aspect could be for example their size.

This is typically found in lightning in volcanic plumes on earth (Houghton et al.

[2013]) where dust grains of different sizes are present. In protoplanetary disks

the aspect of size could also be a candidate as the differing aspect.

In order to have an electric discharge such as lightning we need to also dis-

cuss the other factors of the 2 D’s and that is distance. Distance in this context

means that in order to generate an electric field large enough for lightning to

emerge we have to bring a large enough distance between the charged particles.

On earth, inside of thunderclouds, this is usually provided by the updraft wind,

where particles of different sizes would be drag along more or less effectively

and therefore separated Stolzenburg et al. [1998] Bruning et al. [2007]. Another

way of separating charged particles can be found in volcanic eruptions Brook

et al. [1974] Gaudin et al. [2018] or dust devils Yair [2012]. Both phenomena

separate charges via rotational energy. So smaller particles would tend to be

located more on the inside and larger particles would get carried to the outside.

Turbulence, understood as a superposition of eddies, would be the prime can-

didate in providing the rotational energy needed for charge separation to occur

in such a manner.

Lastly, when the electric field generated by charge separation is large enough

to accelerate electrons fast enough, so that their kinetic energy is larger than the

ionization energy of the air molecules in the atmospheres, an electron avalanche

occurs (Townsend [1902]). This electron avalanche will result in the dielectric

breakdown of the air which creates the lightning arc.
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1) 2)

3)

Figure 1.6: Short illustration of the necessary requirements for lightning to emerge.
Images 1 and 2 illustrate that we need different particles (here orange and purple)
that differ in one aspect, here for example size. These particles would then need to get
charged in a different manner, here for example the larger ones becoming more positive
and the smaller ones more negative. One charging mechanism that could achieve this
is triboelectric charging. Image 3 illustrate the last step which is the fact the we need
to distance these particle populations from each other. Mechanisms that could achieve
this are for example gravity or turbulent vortices
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1.4.2 Triboelectric Charging

Triboelectric charging in its simplest form is a charging mechanism where two

objects exchange charges when they come in contact with each other. Tribo-

electric charging is a charging process that should be very familiar to the reader,

as there are several everyday examples of triboelectric charging. For example

the building up of an electrostatic potential when one walks with thick soled

running shoes on linoleum floors is an effect of triboelectric charging. An occur-

rence that, very curiously, happened quite often at both institutes where this

thesis was created at.

Triboelectric charging is very relevant to this work as it has been shown

to charge particles of different sizes in different manners, for example in earth

clouds (Baker et al. [1987] Dash et al. [2001]) or volcanic plumes (Houghton

et al. [2013]). The tendency here is that smaller particles tend to be charged

more negatively than larger particles (Lacks and Levandovsky [2007] Forward

et al. [2009]).

What is at the core of triboelectric charging is the fact that when two materi-

als with different workfunctions interact with each other, they exchange charges

(Matsusaka et al. [2010] Lacks and Shinbrot [2019]). Whether one material

accepts charges or donates charges in this process depends on their respective

workfunctions, and can be looked up in the triboelectric series (Seol et al. [2018]

Zou et al. [2020]). Triboelectric interactions can also lead to large amounts of

charge exchanges compared to other charge exchange mechanisms. In photopro-

cesses or chemical reactions the amounts charge exchanged are often just one

singular charge entity, usually an electron that either gets absorbed or emitted.

But for example in Jungmann et al. [2021] we can see that for sub millimeter

sized silicate particles, the amounts of charges exchanged can be in the tens of

thousand.

We have chosen to investigate triboelectric charging for several reasons.

Firstly, related to lightning, we know already from volcanic eruptions on Earth

that dust particles can be triobelectrically charged, and enough for lightning

to emerge (Houghton et al. [2013]). Secondly, related to the implications of

charged dust grains in general, the literature reveals that triboelectric charging

could be instrumental in planet formation, by helping to overcome the bouncing

barrier (Jungmann and Wurm [2021]) and also have implications in ionizing the
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gas around the dust grains (Wurm et al. [2022]).

1.5 Previous research on Lightning in Protoplan-

etary Disks

it is important to point out that exploring lightning in protoplanetary disks is

not an entirely unique concept and has been theorized and investigated before-

hand. This is due to the similarities between lightning emergence on Earth and

the conditions found in protoplanetary disks. Midplanes of protoplanetary disks

show very high dust grain number densities, therefore the required material for

lightning would is present in abundance. Additionally dust traps or the turbu-

lence induced by the rotation of the disk could results in the necessary dynamics

that are needed for lightning to emerge.

Lightning in protoplanetary disks has often been a candidate to explain

the occurrence of particles in the disk that would require high temperatures to

occur. Examples of this are for example highly ordered and crystalline silicate

dust grains as found in EX Lupi Ábrahám et al. [2009], or the creation of

chondrules Desch and Cuzzi [2000]. But, in both cases, the ultimate proof that

lightning is responsible for their creation is still lacking.

A fundamental work, is for example Muranushi [2010]. In that work a critical

dust number density is calculated in order to determine if lightning can occur.

One critical difference between their work is the lack of dynamics whilst this

thesis considers dynamical processes. Just having enough charged dust grains

will not be sufficient for lightning to emerge, a separation still needs to occur.

In this work we will develop a simple charge separation model via turbulence.

Additionally, they only consider triboelectric charging and no other charging

processes. This thesis will combine all charging effects, which is the first time

such an approach has been done in the field.

Very important to mention is the works of Okuzumi and Inutsuka [2015] and

Okuzumi et al. [2019]. Whilst not necessarily studying lightning, they study dif-

ferent ways of how electric fields could be generated in disks via the MRI. Lastly

one should also mention Johansen and Okuzumi [2017], where they investigate

lightning discharge via positron emission of pebbles that contain radioactive

Al26. A difference to the approach discussed here is that the ionization mostly
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comes from cosmic rays and not radioactivity.

1.6 Outline of the Thesis

Chapter 2 discusses the charging of dust grains in a thermo-chemical model. The

theoretical framework for this thesis will be discussed and it will be explained

how the model disk is setup, what advancements had to be made to the code

to investigate dust grain charging and how the chemistry in the midplane is

impacted by dust grain charging.

Chapter 3 discusses the simple turbulent charge separation model that was

developed to investigate if lightning could emerge with the results that were

found in chapter 2.

Chapter 4 discusses how triboelectric charging was implemented into the code

and what the preliminary results are of including this charging mechanism into

the dust charging chemistry.

Chapter 5 is a short summary of my involvement into the MSG project at my

secondment University in Copenhagen, where I helped the implementation of

non-equilibrium chemistry into a different code.

Chapter 6 is a conclusion of the different chapters 2-5 and an overall summary

of the thesis.
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2
On the implications of dust grain

charging within protoplanetary disks

In this chapter the numerical and theoretical outline that is necessary to in-

vestigate dust grain charging with the Prodimo code will be explained. This

chapter will be taken from section 2 and section 3 of my previous publication

Balduin et al. [2023] handling the topic with some adjustments to fit the format

of a thesis.

The text and plots of this Section were all done by me. The numerical

formulation of dust grain moments and its implementation into the ProDiMo

code are based on the work of the coauthor Wing-Fai Thi. There have also been

significant feedback by my coauthor Peter Woitke.
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2.1 The thermo-chemical disk model

To simulate the size-dependent charging of dust grains in a protoplanetary disk,

we used the Protoplanetary Disk Model (ProDiMo) developed by Woitke et al.

[2009, 2016]. ProDiMo is a 2D thermo-chemical disk modeling code that com-

bines detailed continuum and line radiative transfer with the solution of a chem-

ical network, the determination of the non-local thermal equilibirum (LTE) pop-

ulation of atomic and molecular states, and the heating-cooling balance for both

gas and dust.

The model uses a simple parametric density setup chosen to represent a 2

Myrs old T Tauri star. All further assumptions about the star; the disk shape;

the irradiation of the disk with FUV photons, X-rays, and cosmic rays; the dust

material composition and opacities; and dust settling are explained in detail in

[Woitke et al., 2016, see their table 3]. Here, in this publication, we only explain

the changes made to the ProDiMo code that differ from the code used in

Woitke et al. [2016], and differences to the setup from Woitke et al. [2016]. The

selected values for the stellar, disk shape, and dust parameters are summarized

in Table 2.3.

2.1.1 Chemical setup

We choose the so-called large DIANA-standard chemical network with 235

species as our base network for this work. It has been described in detail by

Kamp et al. [2017]. Most UV, cosmic ray, two-body, and three-body reaction

rates are from the UMIST 2012 database Woodall et al. [2007], McElroy et al.

[2013]. In addition, there are rates for the H2 formation on grains, reactions for

electronically excited molecular hydrogen H?
2, polyaromatic hydrocarbon (PAH)

charge chemistry Thi et al. [2019], and a simple freeze-out chemistry for the ice

phases of all neutral molecules (see Woitke et al. [2009] and Kamp et al. [2017]).

The large DIANA-standard network also includes X-ray processes with doubly

ionized species from Aresu [2012].

We added a number of dust species to this base chemical network to represent

the different charging states q of grains of different sizes a. By solving the

chemical rate network, we determined the dust charge distribution function

for every given size and charge f(a, q) from which we could then compute, for
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2.1. The thermo-chemical disk model

example, the mean charge of grains of different sizes, including the feedback of

the charged grains on all other results of the chemistry.

In contrast to Woitke et al. [2016], we have chosen to omit the PAH charging

states in the chemistry in this paper, but PAH heating is still taken into account.

If present, the PAHs can introduce similar effects as charged grains. Since we

want to study the chemical feedback of charged grains in disks in particular, we

wanted to avoid any confusion between PAH charging and dust charging. In

addition, preliminary tests showed that the impact of PAHs in the midplane is

negligible, due to the PAHs freezing out. Therefore, we also omitted them to

lower the numeric effort.

2.1.2 Dust size distribution and settling

In ProDiMo, the dust component enters into the modeling (i) as an opacity

source for the continuum, (ii) its effect on line radiative transfer, and (iii) as a

set of chemical species that can pick up and release charges in the chemical rate

network. The dust grains, however, are neither created nor destroyed, nor do

they grow in the chemistry module.

Our assumptions about dust settling and opacity are explained in Woitke

et al. [2016]. The dust size distribution function before settling [cm−1] is as-

sumed to be

f0(a) ∝ a−apow , (2.1)

which is the same everywhere in the disk, using Nsize log-equidistant size grid

points between the minimum grain radius amin and the maximum radius amax.

The proportionality constant in Eq. (2.1) is derived from the local gas density

ρ(r, z), the dust material density ρgr, and the global gas-to-dust mass ratio,

assumed to be 100 in this paper. In each vertical column at radius r, all grains

of size a are vertically redistributed with a scale height that is smaller than the

gas scale height. Here, in this publication, we used the settling description by

Dubrulle et al. [1995] with the settling parameter αsettle = 0.01, as outlined in

Woitke et al. [2016]. After applying the settling, the dust size distribution func-

tion f(a, r, z) is numerically available on the Nsize size grid points at each point

(r, z) in the model. The term f(a, r, z) is the basis for the opacity calculations.
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2.1.3 Dust size bins in the chemistry

We used a much smaller number of dust size bins Nbin (between two and nine)

to represent the position-dependent dust size distribution function after settling

f(a, r, z) in the chemistry. The idea in this section is to introduce two power-law

indices, κ and ζ, to make the sparse representation exact with regard to two

selectable dust size moments. We then argue which of the dust size moments

should be selected in order to minimize the numerical errors in the chemistry

introduced by the sparse resolution of f(a, r, z) in size space. We start by

computing the following moment of the dust size distribution function

〈aζ〉(r, z) =

∫ amax

amin

f(a, r, z) a ζ da , (2.2)

where f(a, r, z) [cm−1] is normalized as
∫ amax

amin
f(a, r, z) da = 1. For example,

ζ=2, nd 4π 〈a2〉 is the total dust surface per cubic centimeter [cm2/cm3]. Next,

we divide 〈aζ〉 by Nbin and numerically adjust the bin boundaries aj such that

each size bin contains the same portion of 〈aζ〉.

〈aζ〉j =

∫ aj

aj−1

f(a, r, z) a ζ da =
〈aζ〉(r, z)
Nbin

. (2.3)

Here, aj terms are the size bin boundary values, where a0 = amin and aNbin
=

amax. Once the aj are fixed this way, we compute similar quantities

〈aκ〉j =

∫ aj

aj−1

f(a, r, z) aκ da (2.4)

and define the average size of our grains [cm] in the dust bin j as

āj =

(
〈aζ〉j
〈aκ〉j

)1/(ζ−κ)

. (2.5)

Finally, the dust particle densities [cm−3] in the size bin j are calculated as

nd,j = nd(r, z)
〈aκ〉j
(āj)

κ . (2.6)
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Table 2.1: Construction of dust size bins for the chemistry(1).

bin 1 bin 2 bin 3 bin 4 total
κ = 0 and ζ = 2

āj [µm] 0.0636 0.122 0.316 1.72
nd,j [cm−3] 1.36(-4) 3.70(-5) 5.48(-6) 1.85(-7) 1.78(-4)

length [cm−2] 8.63(-10) 4.50(-10) 1.73(-10) 3.18(-11) 1.52(-9)
area [cm−1] 6.89(-14) 6.89(-14) 6.89(-14) 6.89(-14) 2.76(-13)

dust volume 1.46(-19) 2.80(-19) 7.27(-19) 3.96(-18) 5.11(-18)
κ = 1 and ζ = 2

āj [µm] 0.0645 0.125 0.337 2.29
nd,j [cm−3] 1.32(-4) 3.51(-5) 4.83(-6) 1.04(-7) 1.72(-4)

length [cm−2] 8.51(-10) 4.39(-10) 1.63(-10) 2.39(-11) 1.48(-9)
area [cm−1] 6.89(-14) 6.89(-14) 6.89(-14) 6.89(-14) 2.76(-13)

dust volume 1.48(-19) 2.87(-19) 7.75(-19) 5.27(-18) 6.48(-18)
κ = 0 and ζ = 3

āj [µm] 0.335 329 1070 2180
nd,j [cm−3] 1.78(-4) 1.88(-13) 5.45(-15) 6.43(-16) 1.78(-4)

length [cm−2] 5.97(-9) 6.19(-15) 5.84(-16) 1.40(-16) 5.97(-9)
area [cm−1] 2.51(-12) 2.56(-15) 7.86(-16) 3.85(-16) 2.52(-12)

dust volume 2.81(-17) 2.81(-17) 2.81(-17) 2.81(-17) 1.12(-16)
(1)Results for an unsettled dust size distribution with amin =0.05µm, amax =3 mm,
apow =3.5, grain material density ρgr =2.094 g/cm3, gas-to dust ratio 100, and gas
density n〈H〉=1010 cm−3, using Nbin =4. The consecutive lengths are calculated as
āj nd,j , the surface areas as 4π ā2j nd,j , and the volumes as (4π/3) ā3j nd,j . The correct
total values are marked in bold: nd =1.78× 10−4 cm−3, length=1.48× 10−9 cm−2,

area=2.76× 10−13 cm−1, and volume=1.12× 10−16.

From Eqs. (2.3) to (2.6), it follows that

nd,j (āj)
κ = nd(r, z)

∫ aj

aj−1

f(a, r, z) aκ da

nd,j (āj)
ζ = nd(r, z)

∫ aj

aj−1

f(a, r, z) a ζ da ,

which means that our dust bins {(nd,j , āj) | j=1, ... , Nbin} exactly represent two

dust size moments where the dust size distribution function is weighted with aκ

and aζ , respectively (see Table 2.1).

If κ= 0 is chosen, the quantity 〈aκ〉j becomes the fraction of dust particles

having sizes between aj−1 and aj , and consequently, the total dust number

density nd,1 +nd,2 + ...+nd,Nbin
= nd becomes exact. In a similar way, choosing
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ζ= 2 causes the representation of the total dust surface to be exact. All other

dust size moments, however, show deviations from their true integral values.

Increasing the number of dust bins Nbin would reduce these problems.

Thus, with κ and ζ, we can choose two dust size moments that are repre-

sented exactly by the bins and are most relevant for the problem at hand. Since

the effects of the charged grains in the chemistry, via their collisional and pho-

toionization rates, scale with their total cross-section, a choice of ζ = 2 seems

appropriate. That scaling, however, is not exact because there are second-order

dependencies of the rates on grain charge over radius q/a (see Sect. 2.1.8). In ad-

dition, the conservation of the total charge is an important principle. The total

number of elementary charges on the grains per volume, assuming q/a= const

is valid (see Sect. 2.1.8), is

Q = nd

∫ amax

amin

q(a) f(a) da ≈ nd

( q
a

)∫ amax

amin

a f(a) da . (2.7)

Therefore, it seems important to get the first dust size moment correct as well.

In contrast, there is no direct link between the total dust particle density and the

chemistry nor to any dependencies of the chemistry on the total dust volume.

Therefore, our default choice is κ=1 and ζ=2.

Table 2.1 shows that in this case, we only need to represent the smaller

grains up to a few microns in size. A larger value of ζ would also come with

an increased level of computational problems and computing time, for example,

because we would need to extend the maximum number of charging states qmax

to many thousands for large grains (see Sect. 2.1.8).

2.1.4 Dust charging reactions

The charging of dust grains is part of the chemistry of ProDiMo. We focus

only on the most relevant reactions here. A full description of all considered

dust grain charging processes can be found in Thi et al. [2019]. The three most

important reaction types are electron attachment, photoionization, and charge

exchange between dust grains and molecular ions.
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(A) Photoionization. Photoionization describes the process of stripping away

electrons from the dust grains via photons with sufficiently high energies.

Z + hν → Z+ + e−, (2.8)

where Z and Z+ stand for grains with charges q and q + 1, respectively. Here,

q can have any integer value greater than zero.

For positively charged and neutral grains, this process is called photoejec-

tion, and for negatively charged grains, this process is called photodetachment.

According to Weingartner and Draine [2001], the energy threshold for photoe-

jection is

hνpe = IP = W0 +Wc , (2.9)

where IP is the ionization potential of the dust grain and W0 the work function

of silicate grains, assumed to be 8 eV by Cuzzi et al. [2001] after measurements

of Feuerbacher and Fitton [1972]. The term Wc is an additional term that is

dependent on the charge of the grain, and it increases the ionization potential for

positive grains, making it harder to ionize the grain or decreasing the ionization

potential and making it easier to ionize the grain. This additional term, Wc, is

defined as

Wc =

(
q +

1

2

)
e2

a
, (2.10)

where q is the charge of the grain normalized by the elementary charge, e is the

elementary charge, and a is the grain radius. We note that the factor 1/2 is

still open for discussion according to Wong et al. [2003], where a factor of 3/8

was proposed. For photodetachment, the threshold photon energy hνpd is equal

to the grain electron affinity EA plus the minimum energy Emin at which the

tunneling probability becomes relevant.

hνpd = EA(q + 1, a) + Emin(q, a) (2.11)

EA(q, a) = W0 − Ebg +
(
q +

1

2

)e2

a
(2.12)

Emin(q, a) = −(q + 1)
e2

a

[
1 +

(
27Å

a

)0.75
]−1

, (2.13)

where Ebg is the band gap, assumed to be 5 eV in Weingartner and Draine

[2001]; a is the dust grain radius; and q is the grain charge in units of the electron
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charge. For the total rate coefficient of photoionization, one has to combine

both photodetachment and photoejection. The rate coefficient therefore takes

the form of

kph(q) = πa2

∫ νmax

νpe(q)

ηeff Qabs Jν dν + πa2

∫ νmax

νpd(q)

ηpdQabs Jν dν, (2.14)

where Jν is the direction-averaged flux of photons per area and second [cm−2s−1];

νpe is the threshold frequency of photoejection; νpd is the threshold frequency

for photodetachment; νmax is the maximum frequency of photons, being equiv-

alent to an energy of 13.6 eV in ProDiMo; Qabs is the frequency-dependent

absorption efficiency; ηeff and ηpd are the yields of the photoejection and pho-

todetachment Weingartner and Draine [2001] of silicate; and a is the dust grain

radius.

(B) Electron attachment. The rate coefficient for electron attachment,

Z + e− → Z−, (2.15)

is derived by averaging over the Maxwellian velocity distribution of the im-

pinging electrons. Here Z and Z− stand for grains with charges q and q − 1,

respectively, where q can have any integer value less than or equal to zero. This

results in a reaction coefficient ke(q) of the form

ke(q) = neSe

√
8kbT

πme
σZ fq, (2.16)

where ne is the electron density, Se is a sticking coefficient assumed to be larger

than 0.3 Umebayashi and Nakano [1980] and set to 0.5 in our simulations,

T is the gas temperature, me is the electron mass, and kb is the Boltzmann

constant. The dust grain cross-section is represented by σZ = πa2, and a is

the dust grain radius. The term fq is a charge-dependent factor that is derived

by taking the Coulomb interaction between the incoming electron and charged

grain into account. For neutral grains, we have fq = 1. For positively charged

grains (q > 0), there is an additional attraction that enlarges the rate, and for

negatively charged grains (q<0), there is Coulomb repulsion
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2.1. The thermo-chemical disk model

fq =


1 + Wc

kT Wc > 0

1 Wc = 0

exp Wc

kT Wc < 0

, (2.17)

(C) Charge exchange. Dust grains can get charged via charge exchanges

between dust grains and molecular ions. The most prevalent charge exchange

for this study is the exchange of a negative charge between a negatively charged

dust grain and a positively charged molecular ion,

Z− + M+ → Z + M. (2.18)

The general form of the rate coefficient is similar to the electron attachment.

Since we only allowed for exothermal charge exchange reactions, the rate coef-

ficient takes the form

kMex (q) = nMSM

√
8kT

πmM
σZ f

M
q , (2.19)

where, analog to Eq. (2.17),

fMq =


1− q qMe2

a kT q qM < 0

1 q qM = 0

exp
(
− q qMe2

a kT

)
q qM > 0

, (2.20)

where nM is the density of the molecules, qM is the charge of the impinging

molecule (usually +1), SM is a sticking coefficient set to one Thi et al. [2019],

nM is the number density of the molecule, and mM is the molecular mass.

We note that we excluded passive ion attachment in our network. Mean-

ing, in our network, molecules and dust grains cannot attach to each other via

electromagnetic forces only. We discuss the potential implications of including

passive ion attachment in Section 3.3.

We excluded endotherm charge exchange reactions between protonated molecules

and dust grains, where the work function minus the band gap plus the proton

affinity of the molecule exceeds 13.6 eV (see App. A.3 and Tab. 2.2). In order

to identify these endotherm charge exchange reactions, we needed to know the

heat of formation of negatively charged dust grains H0
f (Zq), which is given by
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the work function minus the band gap plus small correction terms of order e2/a

(see App. A.3). In our model, we consider porous silicate grains internally mixed

with amorphous carbon (see Tab. 2.3), but these grains can also be ice coated.

For pure silicate grains, values for the work function minus the bad gap lie be-

tween about 3 eV and 8 eV Weingartner and Draine [2001]. Yet, following the

explanations of Helling et al. [2011] and looking at the compiled values of work

functions of different dust components from Desch and Cuzzi [2000] and Kopnin

et al. [2004], a value between 2 eV and 6 eV seems appropriate. In this paper,

we use H0
f (Zq) = q × 5.89 eV, where q < 0 for negative grains, 0 for neutral

grains and q>1 for positive grains, in accordance with Thi et al. [2019]. This is

supported by Rosenberg [2001], who stated that a mixture of dust grain mate-

rial tends to lower the work function overall. According to the data collected by

Thi et al. [2019], water ice (coated) grains should have higher work functions.

We can assume that our dust grains are water ice coated according to D’Angelo

et al. [2019], who showed that at temperatures of 300 – 500 K, a water layer

should be found on dust grains. This is further supported by Thi et al. [2020],

who showed, with a ProDiMo model similar to ours, that phyllosilicates can

be found in the midplane of a protoplanetary disk.

2.1.5 Chemical network adjustment for charge and proton

exchange reactions

Particular to this work is that the code has the ability to automatically generate

all possible charge exchange reactions between molecules and dust grains and

proton exchange reactions between molecules and then add them to the network

if they meet certain criteria. In addition, we allowed the code to add endother-

mic reactions to the network if they meet a predetermined requirement. We

tested the implications of the different networks this creates in App. A.1.

Proton exchange reactions. Proton reactions come in the following form:

M1 + M2H+ ←→ M1H+ + M2, (2.21)

where M1 and M2 are neutral molecules while M1H+ and M2H+ are the corre-

sponding protonated molecules. We started our procedure by first identifying

pairs of molecules and their protonated counterpart (M1,M2H+). If a reaction
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for the pair already exists in the network, we simply moved on. However, if a

reaction between the pair was not found in the network, we added an approxi-

mated reaction to the network with certain assumptions.

The aim was to create a reaction rate with the Arrhenius equation,

kex(T ) = α

(
T

T0

)β
e−γ/T , (2.22)

where T0 refers to the reference temperature of 293 K. In order to achieve this,

we had to provide the different factors α, β, and γ. For α and β, we find their

values with the following method. For each unprotonated molecule, M1, we

counted how many protonation reactions for M1 already exist in the network.

We summed up the different αi and βi parameters of the existing reactions. We

averaged the summed-up parameters by simply dividing them by the number

of reactions found in the network, nreac:

αmean =
1

nreac

∑
αi, (2.23)

βmean =
1

nreac

∑
βi. (2.24)

If we only found one reaction, we assumed αmean to be 5 × 10−10 and βmean

to be -0.5. We then checked pairs of unprotonated and protonated molecules

(M1,M2H+) and created reaction rates with the calculated αmean and βmean

and the corresponding product (M1H+,M2). Lastly, we needed to calculate γ

given by the reaction enthalpy ∆Hr (Eq. 2.25. This was done by taking the

difference of the heats of formation of the products and reactants H0
f , with data

taken from measurements at 0 K from Millar et al. [1997].

∆Hr = H0
f (M1H

+) +H0
f (M2)−H0

f (M1)−H0
f (M2H

+). (2.25)

Here, two cases can arise. In case of an exothermic reaction (∆Hr < 0), we

can just add the reaction and set γ = 0. In case of an endothermic reaction

(∆Hr>0), the reaction is only added when ∆Hr/kb is smaller than a predeter-

mined barrier. In cases where ∆Hr is small enough, γ is set to ∆Hr/kb, and

the reaction is added anyway. In our standard case, we exclude endothermic

reactions (i.e., we set the barrier to zero). In the appendix we investigate the

impact of such endothermic reactions by using a barrier value of 5000 K.
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Charge exchange reactions - Molecules. For charge exchange reaction,

we assume two types: non-dissociative and dissociative. We followed the same

approach as with the proton exchanges, meaning we had to supply the different

parameters of the Arrhenius equation. Our approach for γ is the same as with

the proton exchange reactions. We calculated the difference of the formation

enthalpies dHf and added it as γ if the reaction was exothermic or below the

predetermined barrier. For α and β, we simply assumed the values of 5× 10−10

and -0.5, respectively.

Charge exchange reactions – Dust. If dust grains were involved in a charge

exchange reaction, we adjusted the rate coefficient according to

kj,ex(q) = A

√
T

300K

nd,ref

(
a

aref

)2

. (2.26)

Here, A is the first factor in the Arrhenius equation and taken from the results

from Leung et al. [1984], who calculated these rates for the reference dust particle

density nd,ref =2.64× 10−12 cm−3 and reference grain radius aref =0.1µm.

2.1.6 Dust charge moments

In principle, each charge state q of the grains in size bin j could be included

in the chemical rate network. However, since micron-sized grains can already

collect thousands of elementary charges Stark et al. [2015], Tazaki et al. [2020],

this method would mean including a couple thousand species, which is compu-

tationally very challenging. In order to avoid this problem, the dust grains and

all their charge states are represented by three charge moments, Z−m,j , Zm,j , and

Z+
m,j , in each size bin j.

[Z+
m,j ] = nd,j

qmax∑
q=1

(+q) fj(q) (2.27)

[Z−m,j ] = nd,j

−1∑
q=−qmax

(−q) fj(q) (2.28)

[Zm,j ] = nd,j qmax − [Z−m,j ] − [Z+
m,j ] , (2.29)
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Table 2.2: Proton affinities PA and reaction enthalpies with negatively charged sili-
cate grains ∆Hr of selected molecules M(1).

M MH+ PA(M) [eV] ∆Hr [eV]

C3H2 C3H+
3 -9.587 1.196

NH3 NH4
+ -8.904 1.879

SiO SiOH+ -8.06 0.352
C4 C4H+ -8.032 0.324
CS HCS+ -8.00 0.2933

CH3OH CH3OH2
+ -7.82 0.112

H2CS H3CS+ -7.587 -0.121
H2CO H3CO+ -7.47 -0.243
HCN HCNH+ -7.426 -0.282
H2S H3S+ -7.39 -0.314
H2O H3O+ -7.173 -0.535
HS H2S+ -6.98 -0.728

C2H2 C2H3
+ -6.59 -1.119

CO HCO+ -6.1 -1.608
CH4 CH5

+ -5.765 -1.943
N2 HN2

+ -5.12 -2.588
H2 H3

+ -4.36 -3.345

(1)The proton affinities are calculated as PA(M) = H0
f (MH+) − H0

f (M) − H0
f (H+),

where H0
f (MH+), H0

f (M) and H0
f (H+) are the enthalpies of formation of the pro-

tonated molecule MH+, the neutral molecule M, and the proton, outside any elec-
tric fields, respectively (see App. A.3). The last column is the reaction enthalpy
for a dissociative reaction of a protonated molecule with a negative dust grain
Z− + MH+ → Z + M + H (see App. A.3). The dashed line marks the threshold for
reactions being considered in the code. The heat of formation data H0

f are from Millar
et al. [1997] and Linstrom and Mallard [2022].
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of the linear chain of reactions that populate and depopulate the
charge states q. A forward reaction adds a positive charge, a reverse reaction adds a
negative charge.

where qmax is the maximum number of elementary charges on the dust grains,

both positive and negative, and nd,j is the dust number density of bin j. The mo-

ments Z+
m,j and Z−m,j express the total number of positive and negative charges

on the dust grains in size bin j per volume, respectively. The neutral mo-

ment Zm,j is defined in such a way that it becomes zero when all grains have a

maximum charge, qmax or −qmax, and stays positive for any other charge distri-

bution function fj(q). The charge distribution function was normalized to one

(i.e.,
∑
fj(q) = 1). According to Eq. (2.29), we can identify a constant quantity,

εZj
=
qmax nd,j

n〈H〉
=

[Z+
m,j] + [Zm,j] + [Z−m,j]

n〈H〉
, (2.30)

which we used in ProDiMo to define a quasi-element abundance for the dust

grains in size bin j. Here, n〈H〉 refers to the total number density of hydrogen

nuclei. The mean charge of the grains in size bin j is

〈qj〉 =

−1∑
−qmax

q fj(q) +

qmax∑
1

q fj(q) =
[Z+

m,j ]− [Z−m,j ]

nd,j
. (2.31)

2.1.7 Solving for the charge distribution function

To determine the discrete charge distribution function fj(q) for all charge states

q in every size bin j, we employed a method called linear chains of reactions.

We note that we assumed the charge distribution function to be in a steady

state. The general idea is that in our model, the charge states q of a grain can

only change by one increment, either forward to q + 1 or the reverse to q − 1.

This is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

The processes that add a charge, q → q + 1, are photoionization (called
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2.1. The thermo-chemical disk model

photoejection for neutral grains and photodetachment for negative grains) and

charge exchange between a dust grain and a molecular cation. The forward

rates [1/s] were calculated in the following way:

forwardj(q) = kj,ph(q) +
∑

cationsM

nM kMj,ex(q) . (2.32)

Here, nM is the volume density of the molecule M that interacts in a charge

exchange reaction with the dust grain Z.

Processes that decrease the charge, q+1→ q, include the recombination with

electrons and charge exchange reactions with molecular anions. The reverse

rates were calculated as

reversej(q) = ne kj,e(q) +
∑

anionsM

nM kMj,ex(q) . (2.33)

After determining the processes of the forward and reverse rates, the charge

distribution function fj(q) could be determined, separately in each size bin, in

a step-down approach. We set fj(qmax) = 1 and performed a sequence of steps

where we calculated fj(q) from fj(q+1) until q=−qmax was reached. During

each step, we used

fj(q) = fj(q+1)
reversej(q+1)

forwardj(q)
. (2.34)

Eventually, we calculated the normalization constant as

fj,norm =

qmax∑
−qmax

fj(q) (2.35)

and normalized it as fj(q)→fj(q)/fj,norm.

The results only depend on the UV to optical photon fluxes, the electron

density ne, and the molecular ion densities M . In Fig. 2.2, we show the resulting

fj(q) for six dust size bins at two positions in the disk. The left side of the figure

shows a point in the midplane at r = 0.1 au and z = 0, and in the right side, a

point in the upper areas of the disk also with r = 0.1 au but with z = 0.29 au

is shown.

In the midplane, all grains charge up negatively because there are no UV-

photons here, and the rate coefficients for electron attachment are larger than
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Figure 2.2: Overview of the charge distribution function fj(q). The two upper panels
show the charge distribution function in relation to the charge held by each dust grain
bin q. The lower panels also show the charge distribution function but in relation
to total charge per dust grain bin size Q/a. The two left panels show the result at
r = 0.1 au and in the midplane at z/r = 0 for each of the six different bins. The two
right panels show the results also at r = 0.1 but higher up in the disk, at z/r = 0.3
Additionally, we show the size of each bin represented by a.
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the rate coefficients for charge exchange with molecular ions. In addition, grains

charge up negatively because free electrons have a higher mean thermal speed

than molecular ions, that is,
√

8kbT
πme

�
√

8kbT
πmM

. The lower part of the figure

shows that the resulting equilibrium charge scales about linear with grain size

because it is the electric potential q/a that enters into the rate coefficients. For

example, all grains continue to charge up negatively until the rate for electron

attachment, with decreases exponentially with q/a, balances the rates for charge

exchange with molecular ions, which also depend on q/a. As a result, we get

similar q/a values for all grain sizes. This behavior can also be seen and has been

discussed in Okuzumi [2009]. There, the authors showed that the shape of the

charge distribution function is approximately Gaussian, with its width scaling

with the square root of the grain size (compare to our Fig. 2.2). An overview

of the behavior of the charge distribution function for the whole simulation,

instead of examples at single points in the simulation (as seen in Fig 2.2), can

be seen in Fig 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Illustration of how the charge per dust grain radius (q/a) [µm−1] changes
within the whole disk. For large areas of the disk, the dust is mostly neutral. In the
upper areas that are largely affected by photodissociation, we find that dust charges
very positively (≥ 100, blue contour lines). In the areas of the midplane closest to the
star, we find that the dust charges very negatively (≤ -100, red contour lines).
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2.1.8 Effective rates in the chemical rate network

In order to solve the chemical network with the dust charge moments as species,

as introduced in Sect. 2.1.6, we needed to derive the effective rate coefficients

for the moments. We only demonstrate the derivations for the most relevant

processes here. For a full description of all reactions that concern dust grains

and their moment representation, we refer to Appendix C of Thi et al. [2019].

For photoejection and photodetachment,

Zm,j + hν → Z+
m,j + e− (2.36)

Z−m,j + hν → Zm,j + e−, (2.37)

we have

d[Z+
m,j ]

dt
= km,j,ph [Zm,j ] = nd,j

qmax−1∑
0

kj,ph(q) fj(q)

d[Zm,j ]

dt
= k−m,j,ph [Z−m,j ] = nd,j

1∑
−qmax

kj,ph(q) fj(q).

We note that these effective rates represent all photoreactions from charge state

(q) to charge state (q + 1), not just for the neutral and negatively charged

grains. To gain the effective rate coefficient, we divided by [Zm,j ] and [Z−m,j ],

respectively:

km,j,ph =
nd,j

[Zm,j ]

qmax−1∑
0

kj,ph(q) fj(q) (2.38)

k−m,j,ph =
nd,j

[Z−m,j ]

−1∑
−qmax

kj,ph(q) fj(q). (2.39)

In the code, once fj(q) has been determined as explained in Sect. 2.1.7, we

computed [Z+
m,j ], [Zm,j ], and [Z−m,j ] according to Eqs. (2.27) to (2.29) and then

determined the effective photo rates from fj(q) by Eqs. (2.38) and (2.39). The

rate coefficients are hence fully determined by the discrete charge distribution

functions fj(q).

For the electron attachment, two new rate coefficients had to be derived.
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The derivation is analogous to the photo processes, but one has to consider the

different charge states of the grains:

Zm,j + e− → Z−m,j (2.40)

Z+
m,j + e− → Zm,j . (2.41)

As the positively charged grains enhance the electron attachment, we needed

to describe their behavior with the rate coefficient k+
m,j,e. Neutral grains do not

show this kind of enhancement; therefore, we defined another rate coefficient

km,j,e. We also included the contribution of negatively charged grains to the

rate for the neutral grains, even though their contribution to the overall rate

coefficient is low. For positive charged grains and neutral grains, with the added

contribution of negatively charged grains, we could define

d[Z−m,j ]

dt
= km,j,e[Zm,j ] = nd,j

(
kj,e(0)fj(0) +

−1∑
−qmax+1

kj,e(q)fj(q)]

)
d[Zm,j ]

dt
= k+

m,j,e[Z+
m,j ] = nd,j

qmax∑
1

kj,e(q)fj(q).

Here, kj,e(q) are the rate coefficients for the individual charge states defined by

Eq. (2.16). The effective rate coefficients for electron attachment are hence

km,j,e =
nd,j

[Zm,j ]

(
kj,e(0)fj(0) +

−1∑
−qmax+1

kj,e(q)fj(q)

)
(2.42)

k+
m,j,e =

nd,j

[Z+
m,j ]

qmax∑
1

kj,e(q)fj(q). (2.43)

The charge exchange reactions between dust grains and molecules also had to

be adjusted. We considered the rates for neutral grains and negative grains

separately:

Zm,j +M+ → Z+
m,j +M (2.44)

Z−m,j +M+ → Zm,j +M. (2.45)

This resulted in the following charge exchange rates:

d[Z+
m,j ]

dt
= kMm,j,ex[Zm,j ][M

+] = nd,j [M
+]

qmax−1∑
0

kMj,ex(q)fj(q) (2.46)
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d[Zm,j ]

dt
= kM,−

m,j,ex[Z−m,j ][M
+] = nd,j [M

+]

−1∑
−qmax

kMj,ex(q)fj(q), (2.47)

from which we derived the rate coefficients for charge exchange with molecule

M+:

kMm,j,ex =
nd,j

[Zm,j ]

qmax−1∑
0

kMj,ex(q)fj(q) (2.48)

kM,−
m,j,ex =

nd,j

[Z−m,j ]

−1∑
−qmax

kMj,ex(q)fj(q) . (2.49)

With these effective rate coefficients for the dust charge moments, we could

either solve our rate network system for the time-independent solution, or we

could advance the ordinary system of first-order differential equations (ODE

system) in time from an initial vector of particle densities. Appendix A.2 ex-

plains how to deal with the problem that arises because fj(q) depends on the

electron and molecular ion densities and the rate coefficients depend on particle

densities.

2.1.9 Cosmic ray implementation

As explained in Sect. 2.2, we expected lightning to occur, if at all, in the dense

and shielded midplane regions of the disk close to the star, where cosmic rays

are the most relevant source for ionization. It was therefore important to use a

model for the cosmic ray penetration that is as realistic as possible.

We used the description of cosmic ray attenuation and ionization following

Padovani et al. [2009] and as implemented by Rab et al. [2017, 2018]. According

to this model, the H2 cosmic ray ionization rate ζcr s
−1 is given by

ζcr =


ζlow , N〈H〉<1019 cm−2

ζlow ζhigh

ζhigh

(
N〈H〉

1020cm−2

)a

+ ζlow

(
exp Σ

Σ0
− 1
) , otherwise , (2.50)

where N〈H〉 [cm−2] is the vertical hydrogen nuclei column density and Σ ≈
(1.4 amu)N〈H〉 [g/cm2] the vertical mass column density. The fitting parameters

are represented by ζlow, ζhigh, Σ0, and a. These fitting parameters originate

from the fitting of cosmic ray spectra and account for different attenuations at
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different column densities. The term ζlow is used to fit the spectra for low column

densities smaller than 1019 cm−2, where the attenuation can be described as a

power law, and ζhigh is used for column densities higher than 1019 cm−2, where

the attenuation can be described with an exponential term. Additionally, Eq.

2.50 is applied twice in our models (once to account for cosmic rays impacting

the disk from above and once to account for cosmic rays impacting the disk

from below) by adjusting N〈H〉 = 2N〈H〉(r, 0)−N〈H〉(r, z), where N〈H〉(r) is the

total vertical hydrogen nuclei column density at point r and N〈H〉(r, z) is the

local hydrogen nuclei column density at the point (r, z) for which the cosmic

ray ionization rate has to be determined. In our main simulation, we made use

of the cosmic ray spectra named Solar Max in Cleeves et al. [2013]. We do not

include stellar energetic particles (SEPs) in this work.

2.2 Resulting dust charge and ionization prop-

erties

This section summarizes our results concerning the mean charge of the dust

grains, how the grain charge distribution function depends on the position in

the disk and on dust size, and how the dust charge is linked to the degree of ion-

ization and molecular ions in the gas, with particular emphasis on the midplane

regions. We first illustrate our standard case, where we only generated exchange

reactions but no new protonation reactions and only considered exothermic re-

actions. A full discussion can be found in Appendix A.1. These results are used

later to discuss whether charge separation and lightning can occur in disks (see

Sect. 3).

2.2.1 Electron concentration

Figure 2.6 shows the resulting electron concentration ne/n〈H〉 as a function of

position (r, z) in our disk model. On the basis of these results, we introduced

six different disk regions, A-F (see Fig. 2.6), where the physical and chemical

processes leading to ionization and dust charge are qualitatively different in each

case.
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Table 2.3: Parameters of the ProDiMo disk model used in this paper.

stellar and irradiation parameters

stellar mass M∗ 0.7M�
stellar luminosity L∗ 1L�
eff. temperature T∗ 4000 K

excess UV luminosity /L? fUV 0.01
UV power law exponent pUV 1.3

X ray luminosity LXray 1(+30) erg s−1

X ray emission temperature TXray 2(+7) K
interstellar UV field strength χISM 1

fitting parameter for ζcr ζlow 2(−19) s−1

fitting parameter for ζcr ζhigh 8(−19) s−1

fitting parameter for ζcr Σ0 230 cm−2

fitting parameter for ζcr a −0.01

disk mass and shape parameters

disk mass Mdisk 0.01 M�
inner radius Rin 0.07 au

tapering-off radius (1) Rtap 100 au
column density exponent ε 1.0

reference radius r0 100 au
scale height at r0 H0 10.0 au

flaring power β 1.15

dust material and size parameters

dust to gas ratio dust to gas 0.01
dust composition Mg0.7Fe0.3SiO3 60%

amorph. graphite 15%
porosity 25%

dust mass density ρgr 2.094 g/cm3

min. dust radius amin 0.05µm
max. dust radius amax 3 mm

dust size dist. exponent apow 3.5
no. of dust size dist. points Nsize 100

dust settling parameter αsettle 0.01

dust parameters for the chemistry
no. of dust size bins Nbin 6

dust bin fitting indices κ, ζ 1.0, 2.0
max. dust charge per radius qmax/a 4000 µm−1

simulation parameters

Grid points in r-direction NXX 500
Grid points in z-direction NZZ 100
chemical heating efficiency γchem 0.2

Notation a(b) means a× 10b.
(1)The outer radius Rout ≈ 620 au was adjusted automatically to obtain a vertical hydrogen
nuclei column density of N〈H〉(Rout) = 10 20 cm−2.
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2.2.2 Regions F, E, and D - The plasma regions

Regions D-F in Fig. 2.6 are radiation dominated regions, where the UV and X-

ray photons create a large degree of ionization along with positive dust charges.

We found that region F is dominated by the ionization of H and H2, region E is

dominated by the ionization of atomic carbon, and region D by the ionization

of atomic sulfur. According to the assumed element abundances of H, C, and

S in our disk model, the degree of ionization in regions F, E, and D is about 1,

10−4, and 10−7, respectively. The grains charge up positively via photo-effect,

Z + hν → Z+ + e−, and their charge is balanced by electron recombination,

Z++e− → Z. The total number of charges on the grains, however, is insignificant

in comparison to the number of free electrons and positive ions in the gas phase.

Any dynamical displacement of the charged grains would easily be balanced out

by slight motions of the free electrons in the gas, making charge separations

very unlikely to occur in these plasma regions (see further discussion in Sect. 3).

2.2.3 Region A - The dust dominated region

We define region A as the disk region where the number of negative charges

on the dust grains is balanced by the abundance of molecular cations. Free

electrons are very rare in this region (degree of ionization 10−18 ... 10−14) and

unimportant for the charge balance. In our disk model, region A is the area that

stretches out from just behind the inner rim to about r ≈ 1,au and z/r < 0.1.

The outer boundary coincides with the location where water and ammonia ice

emerge (snowline), and the upper boundary is roughly given by a vertical visual

extinction of Aver
V = 10, which makes sure that UV photons cannot penetrate

into region A.

Figure 2.7 shows that we found NH4
+ to be by far the most important

molecular cation in region A. The chemical processes that lead to this kind of

charge balance in region A are multistaged and illustrated in Fig. 2.8.

Since region A is entirely shielded from UV photons and X-rays, cosmic rays

are found to be the only relevant ionization source, in particular

H2 + CR → H+
2 + e− . (2.51)
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Figure 2.4: Hydrogen nuclei density n〈H〉 [cm−3] as a function of radius r and height
over the midplane z in our disk model. The different colored lines represent the visual
extinctions in the radial direction (white and black) measured from the star outward
and in the vertical direction (red and blue) measured from the surface of the disk
toward the midplane.
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Figure 2.5: Calculated gas temperature structure in the disk model Tg(r, z). Colored
lines show different orders of magnitude in Kelvin.

Figure 2.6: Electron concentration ne/n〈H〉 as a function of position in the disk. We
highlight areas, A-F, where the character of the chemical processes leading to grain
charge and gas ionization are different (see text).
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Figure 2.7: Concentrations ni/n〈H〉 of selected chemical species important for the
charge balance in the midplane in region A. The dotted blue line represents the con-
centration of negative charges on all dust grains Z− =

∑
j [Z
−
m,j ]. The negative charges

have accumulated on grain surfaces, whereas free electrons e− are less important here.
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While the free electrons are quickly picked up by the dust grains via Z + e− →
Z−, the H2

+ molecules, after fast reactions with H2, form the molecular cation

H3
+, which has a relatively low proton affinity (see Table 2.2). Therefore, the

surplus protons in H3
+ are quickly passed on to other abundant molecules,

creating more complex molecular cations, such as H3O+, HCNH+, and NH4
+.

Further proton exchange reactions with abundant neutrals tend to increase the

abundances of the protonated molecules, which have the highest proton affini-

ties.

The NH4
+ molecule has an extremely high proton affinity of 8.9 eV, which

means that it cannot recombine and dissociate on grain surfaces, that is, the

reaction Z− + NH+
4 → Z + NH3 + H is energetically forbidden. This creates a

dead end in which the concentration of NH4
+ is enhanced until an equilibrium is

established with the dissociative recombination reaction NH+
4 + e− → NH3 + H

with the extremely rare free electrons.

However, the other protonated molecules below the threshold shown in Ta-

ble 2.2, denoted by MH+ in Fig. 2.8, can dissociatively recombine on the surface

of the negatively charged dust grains, which creates a charging balance for the

dust grains via the following three reactions:

Z + e− → Z− , (2.52)

Z− + MH+ → Z + M + H , (2.53)

Z− + A+ → Z + A , (2.54)

where M is the neutral abundant molecules and MH+ is their protonated coun-

terparts, in particular H3O+ and HCNH+ in region A. There are also some

simple charge exchange reactions with atomic ions A+, such as Mg+ and Fe+,

whereas the electron affinity of Na+ of 5.14 eV is too small to detach an electron

from a silicate grain on impact (work function 8 eV). We therefore eliminated

the reaction Z− + Na+ → Z + Na from our databases. None of the chemical re-

action rates visualized in Fig. 2.8 involve activation barriers, which is important

to remember when using this reaction scheme to discuss how the charge balance

between Z– , MH+, NH4
+, and e– reacts to any changes in density, CRI rate,

or temperature. However, reaction (2.52) depends on the number of negative

charges already collected by the grains, which is hence a result of the model.

Figure 2.7 shows that NH4
+ remains the most abundant molecular cation
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Figure 2.8: Reaction diagram showing how the gas is ionized and the grains obtain
negative charges in region A.

up to a radial distance of about 0.7 au, which coincides with the formation of

ammonia ice in the midplane of our disk model. At this point, NH3 is no longer

an abundant molecule, and protonated silicon monoxide SiOH+ takes over the

role of proton keeper from NH4
+. The proton affinity of SiOH+ is 8.1 eV, which

means that it also cannot recombine dissociatively on negatively charged dust

grain surfaces. Eventually, SiO freezes out as well, at 0.9 au, and we transit into

region B.

2.2.4 Region B - The intermediate region

We identify region B as the disk region where the concentrations of (1) negative

charges on dust grains, (2) free electrons, and (3) molecular cations are all of the

same order, that is, ≈10−13. This happens in a transition region between about

1 au and 3 au in our disk model (see Fig. 2.9). Again, we required Aver
V > 10,

ruling out photoionization, which corresponds to z/r < 0.1 in our disk model.

Figure 2.10 shows the stepwise freeze-out of oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon

into ices with an outward falling temperature, which happens mostly in re-

gion B. The freeze-out starts with water ice, then ammonia ice around 1 au,

and eventually several hydro-carbon ice phases, such as C3H2#, C2H5#, and

C2H4# farther out. At the end of this ice formation zone, at a distance of about

3 au, the midplane is virtually devoid of any molecules other than H2, He, noble
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2.2. Resulting dust charge and ionization properties

Figure 2.9: Same plot as Fig. 2.7 but for region B. The dashed black lines illustrate
the transition between the regions A and B and between B and C, respectively.

gases, and some sulfur molecules, such as H2S, CS, and H2CS .

Therefore, the transition region B is carbon rich, with oxygen and nitrogen

already being strongly depleted by ice formation. Among the remaining hydro-

carbon molecules in region B, we found Cyclopropenylidene C3H2 to have the

highest proton affinity (see Table 2.2). Consequently, the reaction diagram in

Fig. 2.8 would need two slight modifications for to be valid for Region B as well.

Firstly, one needs to replace NH4
+ by C3H3

+, because C3H3
+ takes over its

role as proton keeper. Secondly, we would replace M with H2S,CS and H2CS.

2.2.5 Region C - The metal-poor region

In region C, there are almost no molecules other than H2 left in the gas phase

because nearly all the oxygen, carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur is in the ice. Since the

various electron recombination rates scale with n2 but the cosmic ray ionization

rate scales with n, the electron density steadily increases toward larger radii,

whereas the concentration of negative charges on dust grains Z– stays about

constant. In fact, we used ne = [Z−] to set the boundary between regions B and
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Figure 2.10: Total abundances of oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen in gas molecules and
ice phases.

C, which happens at about 3 au in our model.

Consequently, we observed a charge equilibrium between free electrons and

H3
+ in region C, with some traces of H+, whereas the negatively charged dust

grains became increasingly unimportant for the charge equilibrium. Toward

the outer edge of region C, the disk becomes vertically transparent again, some

interstellar UV and scattered UV starlight reaches the midplane, and we found

increasing amounts of ionized sulfur in the gas phase. At a radial distance of

about 100 au in our model, H+ and S+ become more abundant than H3
+, and

we enter region D.

2.2.6 Dependence of grain charge on physical parameters

In order to investigate the charging behavior of dust grains in more detail, we

wanted to investigate the trends seen in Fig. 2.2 further and see how they react

to the changing of parameters that influence dust, gas, and electron abundance.

In order to do this, we changed five specific parameters and studied how the
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Figure 2.11: Same as Fig. 2.7 but with the species that dominate the charge balance
in regions C and D. The vertical dashed lines indicate the transitions between regions
B and C and between C and D.

affected species reacted to these changes. We changed the cosmic ray intensity

ζ, the minimum dust grain size amin, the total gas density ρ, the dust-to-gas

ratio, and the dust temperature Td. We did this by changing the parameters

compared to our standard case (Tab. 2.3) and solved the chemistry only at the

point in our simulation with r=0.1 au and z/r=0 in the midplane. An overview

of the parameter space for each changed parameter can be found in Tab. 2.4.

We only ever changed one parameter at a given time, and the other unchanged

parameters remained equivalent to our standard case.

The main results of this section can be found in Fig. 2.12. Through the plots

in the figure, we investigate the abundances of the three species that are the most

influential to the charge balance at the investigated point and how the charge

distribution function, as seen in the lower parts of Fig. 2.2, compared to qj/a,

changes when varying the different parameters. In order to see changes in the

charge distribution functions compared to qj/a, we created these plots for every

dust bin of the different simulations. In order to make a comparison feasible,

we took an average of the peaks of these charge distribution functions since Fig.
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Table 2.4: Parameters that we varied to test the charging behavior of grains (1).

amin [µm] dust to gas ζ [s−1] Mdisk [M�] Td [K]
0.05 0.0001 10−16 0.0001 100
0.5 0.001 10−17 0.001 200
5 0.01 10−18 0.01 300
50 0.1 10−19 0.1 413
500 1 5× 10−20 1 500

10−21
...

10−22 1800
(1)The bold values are the default values of our standard simulation.

2.2 already revealed a very uniform behavior between the different dust bins. In

addition, we calculated the standard deviations of the different qj/a values σj .

These standard deviations were averaged as well, and this average can be seen

in Fig. 2.12 as the gray shaded areas. In the following paragraphs, we describe

the different subplots of Fig. 2.12 for each parameter in more detail.

Minimal dust size. For testing the influence of the minimum dust size on

the dust charging behavior, we tested five different minimum dust sizes, starting

with amin = 0.05 µm, which is the default value of our standard simulation, and

increasing by a factor of ten at each step until we reached amin = 500 µm. The

first big trend we observed was the decrease of the abundance of the negatively

charged dust grains. This is due to the smaller surface area that a few large dust

grains have, compared to many smaller ones, since one of the main contributors

to the abundance of negatively charged dust grains is the total surface area.

This resulted in lower rate coefficients and therefore less negatively charged

dust grains, as they react less with electrons. This also explains the two other

trends we observed: an increase in electron abundance and a decrease in NH+
4

abundance until a saturation is reached at amin = 50 µm. As explained before,

this is due to the lower amount of dust grains. Dust grains are the main reac-

tion partner of electrons, resulting in the normally high amount of negatively

charged dust grains. If fewer dust grains react with electrons, one gets more

free electrons.

These free electrons are also part of the main destruction path for the NH+
4 ,

which explains the decrease of the NH+
4 molecules. Both the electrons and the

NH+
4 abundances converge toward each other because the dust grain abundance
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Figure 2.12: Results for the parameter analysis. For all panels, the solid green
line represents the abundance of NH+

4 , the dotted orange line represents negatively
charged dust grains abundance, and the dashed blue line represents the abundance of
the electrons. In addition, the last plot shows the abundance of C3H+

3 in red and Na+

in yellow-green. All abundances are represented in units of hydrogen atom abundance,
seen on the left Y-axis. The grey dash-dotted line represents the mean of the amount
of charge a dust grain carries relative to its size in µm, qj/a. The shaded area around
this line represents the average standard deviation of σj . In all plots, we also plotted
a vertical black line that represents the conditions of the large simulation from which
this set of simulations originates from. Upper-left panel: Results for the runs where
we modify amin. Upper-right panel: Results where we modify the dust-to-gas ratio.
Middle-left panel: Results where we modify the simulations with a constant cosmic
ray ionization rate. Middle-right panel: Results where we modify the disk mass in
order to increase the total gas density. Lower panel: Results where we modify the
dust temperature.
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becomes fully negligible with a sufficiently high minimum dust grain size.

Dust-to-gas ratio. We tested the influence of different dust-to-gas ratios by

simulating five different dust-to-gas ratios, starting with 10−4 and again increas-

ing at each step by a factor of ten up to a dust-to-gas ratio of one. The clear

trend that can be seen is the decrease of the electron abundance with increas-

ing dust-to-gas ratios. To understand these results, it is central to remember

the role dust grains play in the midplane chemistry. Dust grains are the main

reaction partner of free electrons. Therefore, increasing the amount of dust

grains by increasing the dust-to-gas ratio decreased the amount of electrons.

Secondly, as mentioned in the last paragraph, the main destruction pathway of

NH+
4 molecules is via reaction with free electrons. Hence, a reduction of elec-

trons via having more dust grains resulted in an increase of the NH+
4 molecules

as well.

Cosmic rays. To investigate the impact different cosmic ray ionization rates

have on our results, we chose to simulate six different cosmic ray ionization rates

from ζ = 10−16 to ζ = 10−22. We note that we assumed a constant cosmic ray

ionization rate, in contrast to the method we chose for our large simulations.

This was done to make it easier to compare results. At the point we investigated,

the cosmic ray ionization rate for our standard case is 5× 10−20.

The strongest trend one can see is the strong relation between the abundance

of the electrons and the cosmic ray ionization rate. The trend is that the lower

the cosmic ray ionization rate is, the lower the amount of electrons. This is

caused by the fact that the main source of electrons in these highly shielded

regions is the ionization of molecular hydrogen via cosmic rays. We also saw

no change in the abundance of NH+
4 and negative charged dust grains. This is

the case because the cosmic ray ionization rate also influences how many H+
3

molecules are available. A decrease in cosmic ray ionization rate also results

in less molecular hydrogen ionization. This results in a constant abundance of

both negative dust grains and NH+
4 since there is a decrease of the species that

are influential for both the creation and destruction of negatively charged dust

grains and NH+
4 . For negatively charged dust grains, the important creation

and destruction species are electrons for the creation and protonated molecules

for the destruction. For NH+
4 it is the opposite.
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Gas density. To see if changing the gas density changes our result, we sim-

ulated different models with a differing disk mass. As the amount of gas in

our model cannot be directly increased or decreased, we had to change the disk

mass instead, which indirectly increases or decreases the gas density. We sim-

ulated five different disk masses, varying from 10−4M� up to 1M�. We note,

however, that we plotted against gas density and not disk mass. The results

are very similar to what we got from the runs where we varied the cosmic ray

ionization rate, and this is because increasing the gas density also increases the

shielding and hence decreases the amount of cosmic ray ionization and therefore

free electrons. Thus, the effects mentioned in the previous section mostly hold

true for this part as well.

Dust temperature. We further wanted to investigate how changing the dust

temperature could influence the charging behavior of the grains. Thus, we

changed the dust temperature from 100 K to 1800 K in steps of 100 K. We note

that we also changed the gas temperature at the investigated spot to be equal

to the dust temperature at the beginning. The findings can be summarized into

four different parts.

At the very first point at 100 K, we observed one clear deviation from the

standard picture in the concentration of the NH+
4 molecules. The molecules are

less abundant by two orders of magnitude compared to the normal case. This

is due to the fact that at these lower temperatures, we see a similar case to

region B in our larger simulations, where nitrogen bearing species are frozen

out, therefore reducing nitrogen abundances in the gas. Also similar to region

B is that C3H+
3 is now the most abundant positive species, as carbon has not

been frozen out yet and is therefore abundant in the gas phase.

For temperatures between 200 K to 1300 K, the concentrations of the dif-

ferent species resemble the standard case but with two exceptions. First, we

found that the ability of the dust grains to gather electrons scales linearly with

their temperature. Second, due to the dust grains being able to carry more

negative charges, we found a slight increase in the concentrations of the nega-

tively charged dust grains and a decrease in the electron concentration. This

also resulted in an increase in the concentration of the NH+
4 molecules.

From 1400 K to 1800 K, we observed Na+ become a dominant species. This

is due to the creation reactions of Na+ becoming more efficient. The main
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creation reaction that becomes more efficient is the collisional ionization of Na

via H2:

Na + H2 → Na+ + H2 + e−. (2.55)

This reaction is endothermic in nature, but the barrier of dHf/kb ≈ 60000 is

still low enough to be overcome more often at temperatures greater than 1400

K. This results in Na+ becoming the most abundant positive species after 1400

K, and after 1600 K, it has a similar abundance as the dust grains. Additionally,

we observed an increase in the electron concentration, as one of the products of

reaction in Eq. 2.55 are electrons. This increase of electrons results in an overall

reduction of the NH+
4 molecules, as the main destruction reaction for NH+

4 is

the recombination with electrons.
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3
On the charge separation with a simple

turbulence model

This chapter will explain how the charge separation model via turbulence was

developed. This chapter will also be taken from my previous publication Balduin

et al. [2023], in particular sections 4 and 5.

The text and plots were all created by myself. However, there has been feed-

back by my coauthor Peter Woitke and help with the turbulence fundamentals

by the coauthor Yasuhito Narita.

3.1 Turbulence induced electric fields

In this section, we develop a simple model to estimate the maximum electric

field E that can arise when a mixture of negatively charged grains and molecular

cations is shaken by turbulence. Figure 3.1 shows a physical sketch of the situa-
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tion. We used the Richardson-Kolmogorov approach for turbulence Richardson

[1926] Kolmogorov [1941]. Therefore, we assume a superposition of turbulent

eddies k with various spatial scales `k, timescales τk, and characteristic velocities

vk=`k/τk. In the inertial range

vk ∝ (ε̇ `k)
1/3

(`η < `k < `L) , (3.1)

is valid, where ε̇ is the energy dissipation rate toward smaller and smaller turbu-

lent scales and `η and `L are the smallest (thermalization) and largest (driving)

turbulent length scales, respectively. In the co-moving frame of a curved gas

flow related to the eddy k, the dust grains are accelerated by the centrifugal

force mv2
k/`k until an equilibrium with the frictional force Ffric in the gas is es-

tablished. This problem is well known for constant gravity g (see, e.g., Woitke

and Helling [2003].) After an initial acceleration timescale τacc, the grains of

mass m and size a reach a constant drift velocity v̊dr, also known as the final

fall speed. We took the results from Woitke and Helling for the case of a sub-

sonic flow and large Knudsen numbers, also known as the Epstein regime. After

replacing g by v2
k/`k, the results read:

τacc =
a ρm

ρ vth
, Ffric =

mvdr

τacc
, v̊dr =

v2
k

`k
τacc, (3.2)

where τacc is the acceleration (or stopping) time, ρm is the dust material density

≈2 g/cm3, and vth =
√

8kT/(πm̄) is the thermal velocity, with m̄ being the mean

molecular weight of the gas particles.

The drift of the charged grains leads to a charge separation, which causes an

electric field. How exactly this field will look is complicated and depends on the

geometry and the superposition of the electric currents caused by the drifting

grains in the various turbulent eddies. However, we can estimate the maximum

electric field that can be generated by a single long-lived eddy by considering

the case (τE , τacc) ¡ t ¡ tk, where τE is the electric field buildup timescale and tk

is the eddy turnover time. We assumed the electric field builds up in a coherent

manner, from larger to smaller eddies, but as shown later by Eq. 3.6 and Eq.

3.16, the main contribution comes from smaller eddies.

In this case, after the dust grains become accelerated by the eddies (Fig.

3.1, panel 2: acceleration), an electric field will continue to build up (Fig. 3.1,

panel 3: intermediate) until the molecular cations in the gas follow the drifting
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of our electrification model. The left-hand pictures show how
the process evolves overtime for the related particles, and the right-hand side shows
the time evolution of the drift velocity of the related particles and the electric fields.
Left: Illustration of the different phases of our electrification model. Firstly, the
centrifugal force in a turbulent eddy separates the charges until an electric field builds
up, which causes the molecular cations to follow the negatively charged grains. Right:
Example plot of the length of timescales for acceleration and equibrilation processes
shown in the left illustration. The dotted line illustrates that either the dust grains
have not reached the drift velocity (black) or that the electric field is not built up yet
(blue). The units are arbitrary, as this plot was only made to make the model more
understandable.

grains because of their mobility in the E field created by the grains. We call

this equilibration (Fig. 3.1, panel 4: equilibration), and it is characterized by a

vanishing electric current:

jel =
∑
j

(
[Z+

m,j ]− [Z−m,j ]
)
v̊dr,j − neve + nIvI = 0 . (3.3)

As before, j is an index for the dust size bins; [Z+
m,j ], [Z−m,j ] are the concentra-

tions of the dust charge moments [charges cm−3] (see Eqs. (2.27) and (2.28));

and ne and nI are the electron and molecular cation densities [charges cm−3].

The drift velocities of the molecular cations and electrons are given by

vI = −µIE (3.4)

ve = µeE, (3.5)

where µI and µe are the mobilities of the molecular cations and free electrons,

respectively, in units of cm2 s−1 V−1. The E field is measured in V/cm. The
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different signs in Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) are because of the opposite directions of

the drift velocities of molecular cations and electrons in a given electric field.

If the turbulent eddy under consideration lives long enough for the drifting

grains to build up the maximum, ”equilibrated” electric field, it follows from

Eq. (3.3) that

E =

∑
j

(
[Z+

m,j ]− [Z−m,j ]
)
v̊dr,j

nI µI + ne µe
. (3.6)

From Eq. (3.6) we can immediately see which turbulent flows can potentially

produce large E fields. Normal plasmas have ne ≈ nI � [Z+], [Z−], in which

case we do not expect large turbulence-induced electric fields. Dusty plasmas,

like the one we expect in region A in the disk, have [Z−]≈nI�ne� [Z+]. The

induced electric fields in this case may be large when v̊dr is large, µI is small,

and ne is sufficiently small to play no role, in which case nI and [Z−]=
∑
j [Z
−
m,j ]

cancel, and we find

E =
〈̊vdr〉
µI

, (3.7)

where 〈̊vdr〉 =
∑
j [Z
−
m,j ] vdr,j

/ ∑
j [Z
−
m,j ] is the charge-mean grain drift velocity.

There is another case when [Z−]≈ [Z+]� nI, ne. In that case, which we call

”region X” (not found in our present disk models), large E fields might be pro-

duced when many small grains are strongly charged negatively and many large

grains are strongly charged positively, or vice versa, such that the nominator

in Eq. (3.6) remains large despite charge neutrality in an isolating gas with few

charged gas particles. We note that triboelectric charging, which is not included

in our current disk models, might be able to turn parts of region A into a re-

gion X.

We mention that at this point, there are alternative approaches to how we con-

sider ion and electron mobilities. In Okuzumi and Inutsuka [2015], they present

analytic expressions for ion and electron drift velocities in an H2 gas.

In order to estimate the duration of the equilibration phase in Fig. 3.1, hence-

forth called the E field buildup timescale τE, we considered the travel time of

the grains

τE =
d

v̊dr
, (3.8)

where d is the charge separation distance, that is, the distance between the

moving grains and the moving molecular ions causing the electric field E. To

estimate that distance, we considered the most simple geometry of a parallel
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plate capacitor (with equations in SI units):

ESI =
QSI

ε0A
(3.9)

QSI = e [Z−]SIAdSI (3.10)

⇒ dSI =
ε0ESI

e [Z−]SI
, (3.11)

where ε0 is the electric vacuum permittivity and e is the electron charge in SI

units; ESI =102E is the maximum electric field in [V/m]; A is a horizontal area

[m2] that cancels; [Z−]SI = 106 [Z−] is the concentration of negative charges

on dust grains in [m−3]; dSI = 10−2 d is the charge separation distance in [m];

and QSI is the total negative charge on the grains in volume dSI × A in [C].

Equations (3.2), (3.8), and (3.11) provide an estimate for the time required

to clear a volume d × A from dust grains of size a by centrifugal forces in a

turbulent eddy k, which results in an overpopulation of negative charges at the

lower boundary and missing negative charges at the upper boundary, which

together build up the maximum electric field.

Thus, we have three different timescales to consider that may depend on the

considered particle size a and the selected turbulent eddy k. In most cases, we

found

τk � τacc(a)� τE(a, k) (3.12)

to be valid, that is, the turbulent eddy lives long enough to allow the grains to

accelerate quickly and then drift for long enough distances to cause the maxi-

mum electric field. If relation (3.12) does not hold, Eq. (3.6) is not valid.

For the ion mobility µI, we considered the NH4
+ cation, as we found this

molecule to be the most abundant gas charge carrier in region A. Abedi et al.

[2014] presented measurements for the mobility of NH4
+ in a N2 gas at standard

pressure and temperature, P0 = 760 Torr and T0 = 273 K, which we denote by

µ0
NH+

4 ,N2
= 2.22 cm2s−1V−1. As the most abundant species in the disks is H2,

we needed to adjust this value. This was done by multiplying with the ratio

of the reduced masses of N2 and H2 with NH4
+, denoted with m̄N2

and m̄H2
,

respectively, and scaling with the gas particle density [see Eq. 4 in Abedi et al.,

2014]:

µI = µ0
NH+

4 ,N2

(
m̄N2

m̄H2

)1/2
P0

P

T

T0
. (3.13)
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Chapter 3. On the charge separation with a simple turbulence model

The electron mobility µe was calculated from the drift velocity measurements

for electrons of Ryzko [1965] and calculated as

µe,0 =
vdr,e

E
, (3.14)

with vdr,e measured in dry air to be

vdr,e = 256× 103 E

E0

P0

P

T

T0
[cm/s], (3.15)

where P0 and T0 are the same as for the ion mobility and E0 =75 V cm−1. This

formula results in an electron mobility that is about a factor of 200 larger than

the mobility of NH4
+. As the original measurements were done in dry air, we

would have to adjust our mobility calculations in the same way we did for ion

mobility, but due to only minor differences in reduced masses when considering

the electron mass, we omitted making a similar correction.

According to our charge separation model, the electric fields that can poten-

tially be caused by turbulence are proportional to the centrifugal accelerations

v2
k/`k that the turbulent eddies can provide. Following Eq. (3.1), we found

v2
k

lk
∝ l−1/3

k , (3.16)

that is, the smallest eddies cause the largest centrifugal forces. We therefore

considered the Kolmogorov timescale tη, that is, the turnover timescale of the

smallest eddy in the inertial subrange. Following Ormel and Cuzzi [2007], we

determined τη by

τη =
τL√
Re

, (3.17)

where τL is the turnover timescale of the largest eddy in our system and Re is

the Reynolds number defined by

Re =
vL`L
νkin

, (3.18)

where vL is the velocity of the largest eddy, `L is its size, and νkin is the kinematic

viscosity. The kinematic viscosity is from Woitke and Helling [2003]. Using

their formula for the dynamic viscosity, we got νkin = 1/3 vth
¯̀. For the size

and velocity of the largest eddy, we assumed `L =
√
αHp and vL =

√
αcs (see

Ormel et al. [2007]), where Hp is the pressure scale height, which is set in our
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3.1. Turbulence induced electric fields
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the different timescales considered in our turbulence
implementation.

simulations as

Hp(r) = 10 au
( r

100 au

)1.15

. (3.19)

The resulting size of the smallest turbulent eddy `η is considerably larger than

the gas mean free path ¯̀ by about four orders of magnitude, but it is also much

smaller in scale height by about eight orders of magnitude.

Since we wanted to maximize the effect of the turbulence, we had to choose

the τk that maximizes the centrifugal acceleration. Additionally we had to

choose a time that allows the electrical fields to develop. Therefore, we followed

the principle that we choose the shortest time that is still long enough for the

fields to develop. This is illustrated by Fig. 3.2. Following this principle of

smallest time that still lets the fields develop, we can see that in most cases we

can choose τk = τη. In cases with larger grains, a > 10−1cm, we would choose

τk = τacc to ensure the grains have enough time to reach their drift velocity v̊dr.

With these results, we could then calculate what electric fields would result

from the interaction of our dust and gas mixture in a turbulent eddy and an-

swer the question of whether lightning could emerge with this mixture already.

Nonetheless, we still had to consider how large these electric fields could be.

For lightning to emerge in any medium, the electric fields generated have to

be large enough for an electron cascade to occur. We followed the description
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Chapter 3. On the charge separation with a simple turbulence model

and Eq. 56 from Muranushi and Tomiyasu [2009]. With this we were able to

define a critical electric field, Ecrit, that is the electric field at which an electron

cascade can occur because the electrons are accelerated enough to ionize the

neutral components of the gas:

Ecrit =
∆W

eλ
. (3.20)

Here, ∆W is the ionization energy required to ionize the neutral components,

e is the coulomb constant, and λ is the mean free path. For ∆W, we took the

ionization energy of H2 with 15.4 eV. To determine, λ we followed Eq. 10 of

Woitke and Helling [2003].

3.2 Electric field magnitudes

In this section, we discuss our investigation of the magnitude of the previously

discussed turbulence-induced electric fields. We took the data from our simula-

tions that we made for investigating the dust charge behavior from Sect. 2.2.6

to perform this investigation. The resulting electric fields are shown in Fig. 3.3.

Minimal dust size. We found that if one changes the minimal dust size, one

first sees an increase in electric field strength due to the increase in dust size

and in drift velocity and therefore in electric field strength as well. However,

with a minimum dust grain size of more than 0.5µm, a decrease in electric field

strength occurs. This is due to the fact that larger dust grains are less abundant

in our model. Regarding the way we set up the simulations, only very large dust

grains were considered, and therefore the dust abundance drops. According to

Eq. 3.6, this of course has a negative impact on the total electric field strength.

Dust-to-gas ratio. For increasing dust-to-gas ratios, we observed a steady

increase in electric field strength until a saturation took place at our standard

value of 10−2. The reason for the low electric field values at lower dust-to-gas

ratios is again the fact that fewer dust grains can contribute positively toward

the creation of electric fields.
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Figure 3.3: The electric fields resulting from turbulence induced eddies for the differ-
ent parameter variations shown in Sec 2.2.6. The red line represents said electric fields,
and the blue line shows the critical electric field as from Eq. 3.20. The solid black
lines again represent the conditions from our standard simulation. We note that for
the sake of visibility, the y-axis is interrupted, as the differences between the critical
fields and the turbulence induced fields are quite large.
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Cosmic rays. The influence of cosmic rays on the electric fields is not very

surprising given their strong link to electron abundance. High cosmic ray ion-

ization rates result in high electron abundances and therefore low electric fields,

due to the attenuating effect electrons have on the buildup of electric fields.

The reverse is true for low cosmic ray ionization rates, however, and this effect

stagnates at around 10−19[s−1].

Gas density. One could expect that the gas density has a similar effect on

the electric fields as the cosmic ray ionization rate, but this does not fully hold.

While the general trend is the same, that is, where high gas densities reduce

the electron abundance due to the larger shielding, there are more effects that

must be mentioned. Compared to the other tests where the critical field is

kept constant, we found that the critical field rises with increasing gas densities.

This is also the case with higher gas density: the mean free path increases,

which increases the required energy for an electron avalanche to occur. We also

found that for gas densities lower than our standard value, one can observe an

enhancing factor for the electric fields. This is because of the reduced drag on

the dust grains in lower gas densities. This in turn increases the drift velocities

of the dust grains and can therefore enhance the charge separation and the

electric fields.

However, one general trend holds true for all of the studied combination

of parameters discussed above, namely, the resulting electric fields are several

orders of magnitude smaller than the required critical field. Nonetheless, we can

still use this study to state which conditions are best for lightning to emerge.

We therefore state that the most likely parameter conditions for lightning to

emerge in a protoplanetary disk include having large and abundant dust grains

in an area with a low cosmic ray ionization rate and low gas density.

Dust temperature. To calculate the electric field strength for the simulations

where we varied the dust temperature, we had to adjust our calculations of the

electric field, as the most abundant positive ion for certain temperatures is Na+

and not NH+
4 . We adjusted Eq. (3.6) to account for the concentration of Na+,

nNa+ , and their mobility µNa+ :

E =

∑
j

(
[Z+

m,j ]− [Z−m,j ]
)
vdr,j

(nI µI + nNa+µNa+) + ne µe
. (3.21)
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3.2. Electric field magnitudes

We calculated the mobility of Na+ in a manner similar to the NH+
4 :

µNa+ = K0,Na+

P0

P

T

T0
. (3.22)

We took 17.5 [cm2 V −1 s−1] forK0,Na+ , according to Loeb [1931], who measured

the mobility of Na+ in H2. We chose the two normalization factors P0 and T0

to be the same as for our NH+
4 calculations.

With these additional calculations in place, we could analyze the behavior

of the electrical field at different temperatures. We note that in our analysis,

we omitted the first point at 100 K, as including it would have required taking

C3H+
3 into account with its mobility. We identified three different trends in

the electric field curve. First, we identified a steady increase in electric field

strength from 200 K up to 1300 K. This can be explained by the steady increase

we observed in the concentration of negatively charged dust grains and the NH+
4

relative to the electron concentration.

From 1400 K to 1600 K, we first observed a drop by nearly a factor of two

and then a plateau. This can be explained by the Na+ ions having become the

most relevant positive species. As their mobility is larger by nearly a factor

of ten, it is harder for the dust grains to obtain high amounts of separation

compared to the case with NH+
4 .

Lastly, we observed a continuous drop in electric field strength until 1800 K.

This can be explained by the electron concentration becoming relevant again.

As shown in Section 2.2.6, the dominant reaction creating Na+ also creates free

electrons. Due to the very high mobility of the free electrons, they can strongly

inhibit the buildup of the electrical field. Their mobility is about two orders

of magnitude higher than the ones we found for our positive molecules. Hence,

their effect can already be seen when their concentration is still at only about

1% of the negative dust grains and positive molecules.

In conclusion, the picture that presents itself when we modify the dust tem-

perature is more complicated than for our other examples. In isolation, where

we would just observe a system of dust grains and one other positive species,

one could conclude that higher temperatures show a positive impact on electri-

cal field strength. But as shown in our example, this is an oversimplification,

and one should always consider the other effects an increase in temperature can

have.
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Chapter 3. On the charge separation with a simple turbulence model

3.3 Discussion of the charge balance in region A

under consideration of ion attachment

In this section, we discuss the charge balance in a case where a physical attach-

ment between NH4
+ and negative dust grains would be possible. Although the

dissociative recombination reaction Z− + NH4
+ → Z + NH3 + H is energeti-

cally forbidden, the NH4
+ ion could be trapped in the electrostatic potential of

a strongly negatively charged grain, either after a collision with its surface or

after an inelastic collision with a gas particle close to the surface. This could

occur when the electrostatic potential e2 q
a is much larger than the molecule’s

thermal energy kT . At a temperature of 100 K, this corresponds to a negative

dust charge of |q|/a � 6µm−1. In such cases, the NH4
+ molecule would be

expected to stick to the surface or to stay in close vicinity of the surface.

Such an attachment reaction could be formally written as

Z− + NH+
4 ↔ (Z−– NH+

4 ) . (3.23)

The compound Z−– NH+
4 would hold both the negative charges of the accumu-

lated electrons and the positive charges of the accumulated molecular ions and

would therefore be considerably less negative in the far field due to shielding by

the NH4
+.

We assumed that the overall effects of such a mechanism would not signif-

icantly change the charge balance we found in region A but could result in an

increase of the non-shielded negative dust grain charge q/a. This would intro-

duce a new destruction path for NH4
+ with such a reaction, therefore decreasing

the amount of NH4
+ in the gas. This could increase the electron concentration in

the charge balance, but the Z−–NH+
4 compound is less negatively charged than

a dust grain Z– , and it would result in more free electrons attaching to the com-

pound compared to a dust grain. This process would increase the non-shielded

grain charge q/a until the shielded negative grain charge becomes similar to the

q/a calculated in this paper. In conclusion, such a process would act as a sink of

both NH+
4 and free electrons, while it would increase the non-shielded negative

q/a.

However, in order to implement these effects into this work, one would need
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more data about the microphysical details of these processes, as such a reaction

would not only need to be considered for NH4
+ but also for every other positive

molecule with a proton affinity higher than about 8 eV (Table 2.2), and one

would need a kinetic formulation of the back reactions. Therefore, inclusion of

this mechanism goes beyond the scope of this paper, but it could be the subject

of a follow-up study.
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4
Triboelectric charging and its potential

implications on the dust grain charge

distribution

In this chapter, we will discuss the implementation of triboelectric charging into

the dust charge chemistry and discuss the new results one can gather from this

implementation.

We will discuss how one can derive a rate and rate coefficient for triboelectric

charging in section 4.1.

Then we will discuss how one needs to change the solution method described to

account for triboelectric charging in section 4.2.

We will then show some preliminary results of this new solution method and

how the dust charge distribution can be affected, in section 4.3.

And lastly, we will discuss the results in section 4.4. In particular we will discuss

which parameters could impact the dust charge distribution.

This chapter is entirely new and previously unpublished work.
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4.1 Creating a triboelectric rate coefficient

In order to create a rate coefficient for triboelectric charging one has to account

for all the factors that could affect how likely the interaction of two dust grains

colliding with each other is. We identify three factors which affect how likely

such an interaction is, and these three factors will then make up the rate co-

efficient. These factors are the cross section of both particles σ, the relative

velocity between the two interacting particles ∆V , and additionally a factor

that accounts for the either attractive or repulsive effect of the coulomb force

fq. The rate coefficient represented by the three factors will take the form of

kt = σ∆V fq. (4.1)

In order to quantify the rate coefficient properly we have to determine which

properties contribute to each factor.

Firstly, one needs to determine the cross section. Similarly to how the cross

section is handled in reactions between dust grains and other species, like elec-

trons or molecules, we simply assume the dust grains to be hard spheres. Par-

ticular in this case we assume the likelihood of a collision being depend on the

surface area of both grains combined. Which results in a cross section where

the radii of both dust grains are contributing. This gives us a cross section σ

for dust grains of the radii a1 and a2 like this

σ = π(a1 + a2)2. (4.2)

Compared the other factors contributing to the triboelectric rate coefficient,

finding the relative velocity between two dust grains is significantly more chal-

lenging. We decided to follow the description of Ormel and Cuzzi [2007], from

now on just referred to as OC, where they derived a closed-form expression for

the relative velocity between particles in a turbulent medium.

In their publication, they find a general expression for this relative velocity,

denoted by ∆V1,2, and then simplify this expression for three distinctive cases.

Of those three distinctive cases only the first one will be relevant to this work,

hence we will only discuss this one in detail.

The formulation of the relative velocity between the particles will be written
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4.1. Creating a triboelectric rate coefficient

in terms of Stokes numbers of the respective particles St1 and St2, which are

calculated as

St1 =
ts,1
tL

(4.3)

St2 =
ts,2
tL

(4.4)

where ts,1, ts,2 are the respective stopping times of the particles and follow the

first expression in Equation (Eq.3.2) and tL the life time of the largest eddy,

in our case simply assumed to be 1/Ωkep, where Ωkep is the Keplerian rotation

frequency. Additionally the terms derived in OC will be dependent on the

Reynolds number Re. The Reynolds number will be calculated following Eq.

3.18. Lastly, the terms derived in OC will be dependent on the the gas velocity

Vg, equivalent to the turnover velocity of the largest eddy
√
αcs, where

√
α is

set to 10−2 in our simulations and cs the sound speed. Note that OC refer to

particle 1 as the larger particle by default.

The first case that OC consider, considers the particles to be small. In partic-

ular this means that their stopping times are much smaller than the Kolmogorov

timescale, tη, t1, t2 < tη = Re−1/2tL. In this case ∆V1,2 can be identified as

∆V1,2 = Vg

√
St1 − St2
St1 + St2

(
St21

St1 +Re−1/2
− St22
St2 +Re−1/2

)
. (4.5)

In our cases we typically find Stokes numbers of the order from 102 for millime-

ter sized particles down to 10−4 for sub micron grains and Reynolds numbers

between 10−1 up to unity. This results in velocities of the order of tenths of

centimeter per second between millimeter and sub-micron particles. Note that

one particular case that could arise is that for particles of the same size V1,2

would equal zero.

In preliminary studies it was found, that for smaller sub-micron particles in

the midplane, these velocities ∆V1,2 can be very similar to the Brownian motion

and in many cases even smaller. It seems reasonable however, that the Brownian

motion should be a lower limit of how fast particles move. Hence, the velocity

between two particles will be now be denoted as ∆V and is a combination of

∆V1,2 and the Brownian velocity vbrown

∆V =
√

∆V 2
1,2 + v2

brown (4.6)
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with

vbrown =

√
8kbTg
πµred

(4.7)

where µred being the reduced mass of both dust grains involved

µred =
m1m2

m1 +m2
(4.8)

where the masses m1 and m2, are calculated via the raidii of the respective

particles and the dust material mass density ρgr, assuming spherical grains

mi = ρgr
4πa3

i

3
(4.9)

Lastly, one needs to determine how to factor in the coulomb repulsion and

attraction. Here one can follow the example of the electron attachment rates

(Eq. 2.16 and Eq. 2.17). We will determine an interaction probability factor

fq for triboelectric charging, which will modify the rate coefficient to make an

interaction where coulomb attraction is the case, more likely, and where coulomb

repulsion is the case, less likely.

In order to determine fq we have to make some slight modification compared

to the electron attachment. In particular we have to adjust which energies are

compared to each other. For the electron attachment, the velocity that governs

how likely a reaction between dust grains and electrons are, is the thermal

velocity vth of the electrons. Therefore, the coulomb attraction or repulsion has

to be compared to the thermal energy of the electrons, if we want to determine

whether an interaction between dust and electrons is more likely or less likely.

For two dust grains interacting, the thermal energy is not the relevant factor in

determining if the coulomb barrier could be overcome, but the kinetic energy.

Therefore a comparison of the coulomb potential and the kinetic energy of the

two dust grains is a more sensible comparison. The coulomb potential will be

calculated as

Ecol =
q1q2e

2

(a1 + a2)
(4.10)

where q1 and q2 refer to the amounts of charge on the dust grains and e being

the fundamental charge. The kinetic energy will be calculated via

Ekin =
1

2
∆V 2µred (4.11)
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The interaction probability factor, fq will be formulated in the new rate

coefficient for triboelectric charging, by following the formalism of the electron

attachment. In case of a repulsion we multiply an additional exponential term

to the coefficient to account for having the interaction probability being lower,

the higher the repulsion is. In the case of an attractive interaction, we multiply

a simple linear term that accounts for the strength of the attractive force

fq =

exp(−Ecol

Ekin
) Ecol > 0

1− (Ecol

Ekin
) Ecol ≤ 0

(4.12)

4.2 Adjustments to the solution method to ac-

count for triboelectric charging

In order to implement triboelectric charging into the chemistry of ProDiMo

several changes to the code are needed. To understand the fundamental changes,

that have to be accounted for, we remind the reader about how charges on dust

grains were handled in the case that without triboelectric charging.

qi − 1� qi � qi + 1 (4.13)

Previously, the charge on a grain could only change in single steps, by either

+1 or -1, and the changes on a specific bin that represents a certain amount of

dust grains, was independent of other bins. Meaning how much the grain charge

of the i-th bin, qi, changes was only dependent on the properties of the i-th bin

itself and how the surrounding medium affects it, via radiation, temperature

or potentially available reaction partners, such as molecules. In equation 4.13

this is referenced by the arrows having the same color. Including triboelectric

charging changes these two fundamentals.

Firstly, more than a single charge can be exchanged. This amount of charge

that will be exchanged will be called ∆q. Secondly, the grain charges are not

independent of each other anymore, as we allow different grains to react with

each other now. Their differing properties like size or charge contribute to how

likely an interaction/reaction between two different dust grain bins is. Therefore
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Figure 4.1: A flow chart that describes the way ProDiMo handles its charge chem-
istry. The previous approach of the charge chemistry, without triboelectric charging ,
follows the left hand side. The new approach with triboelectric charging follows the
right hand side.
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the simple picture of Eq. 4.13 will be significantly more complicated now

qi −∆q← qi← qi + ∆q (4.14)

qj −∆q→ qj→ qj + ∆q (4.15)

qi −∆q → qi → qi + ∆q (4.16)

qj −∆q ← qj ← qj + ∆q (4.17)

We assume here that the smaller grain i will take electrons from the larger

grain j. The fact that different reactions are now linked with each other is

represented by the different colors of the arrows. Meaning that the backwards

reaction represented by the arrow of one color is linked to the forwards reaction

of an arrow of the same color.

The new solving approach will be very similar to how the time independent

chemistry as a whole is solved in ProDiMo. An overview of how the old and

the new solving approach compare can be seen in Fig. 4.1. The chemistry in

ProDiMo follows the kinetic equilibrium approach. Shortly speaking, this means

that the number densities of all species in the network ni should not change over

a given time frame
dni
dt

= 0 (4.18)

For the dust charge distribution f(a, q)∗ we can follow the same approach where

one has to find a solution where the charge distribution function should not

change in a given time frame

df(a, q)

dt
= F (a, q) = 0 (4.19)

Such a problem can be solved with a Newton-Raphson iteration,

~xi+1 = ~xi −∆~xi (4.20)

where from an initial guess ~x0 one iterates, until the changes in the solution

vector d~x are small compared to a threshold value. This solution vector can be

∗Note that this expression of f(a, q) is equivalent to the previous description of the dust grain
charge distribution of fj(q). Since, the distinctive factor between the dust grains is their
radius, we decided to write the radius a explicitly into the argument of the function for the
sake of clarity.
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found by solving the equation

DF (a, q) ∆~xi = F (a, q) (4.21)

with DF (a, q) being the Jacobi matrix

DF (a, q)i,j =
∂F (ai, qi)

∂xj
(4.22)

In order to construct F (a, q) we have to first discuss how f(a, q) is structured.

Since f(a, q) and its time derivative have F (a, q) are vectors we have to find a

one dimensional way of accounting for both relevant dimensions radius a and

charge states q. The following illustration gives a short explanation of how

f(a, q) is structured for an example of three different bins

f(a, q) =



a1,q1min

...

a1,q1max
a2,q2min

...

a2,q2max
a3,q3min

...

a3,q3max



(4.23)

Here q1min
and q1max

represent the minimal and maximal amounts of charge

in the first bin, with the same being true for the other two bins respectively.

These boundaries are first estimated, similar to how the old approach sets its

boundaries. But, in our studies we found, that this approach will not work all

the time, because of what happens within f(a, q) when a reaction occurs (see

Fig. 4.2). In the example, we only show newly created charging states within

the boundaries of the sub-arrays of f(a, q), but this will not always be the case.

There can be cases where ∆q will be so large that it would create states outside

of array boundaries. Therefore we have to adjust the different bins by hand to
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Figure 4.2: This plot illustrates how the dust charge distribution of the different dust
grain bins change, when two dust grains bins interact with each other via triboelectric
charging. On the left hand side are the distributions of three exemplary dust grain
bins. The right hand side illustrates how one would need to adjust the distributions
if bin 1 and 3 would interact with each other.

make sure that all potentially new charging states are accounted for. At the

current code version, this process is needed for every different simulation point.

Typical dimension for f(a, q) at the usual example that we use with 6 bins is

about 5000 entries in f(a, q). This results in a dimension for DF (a, q) of 5000

x 5000.

In order to now construct F (a, q) we have to account for the change in

charging states of the particles that interact before the collision and after the

collision. Before the collision of particles i and j the corresponding change of

charging states and how they would be written into F (a, q) would look like this

niF (ai, qi) − =
∑
aj

∑
qj

ktnif(ai, qi)njf(aj , qj) (4.24)

njF (aj , qj) − =
∑
ai

∑
qi

ktnif(ai, qi)njf(aj , qj) (4.25)

note here that kt refers to the rate coefficient as described in Eq. 4.1 and the

minus sign before the equal sign, − =, indicates that these states are destroyed.

To account for the new states that would be created after a collision entries

in F (a, q) would look like this

niF (ai, qi −∆q) + =
∑
aj>ai

∑
qj

ktnif(ai, qi)njf(aj , qj) (4.26)
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njF (aj , qj + ∆q) + =
∑
ai

∑
qi

ktnif(ai, qi)njf(aj , qj) (4.27)

were the two changes to before the collision are the creation of a state either

at qi + ∆q or qj − ∆q, and a plus sign before the equal sign, + =, indicating

a summation of all new states, as they are being created. In order to con-

struct DF (a, q) we can follow Eq. 4.22 and apply it to equations 4.24 - 4.27

respectively.

4.2.1 Determining the amount of charge transferred in a

dust-dust interaction

One question that needs to be discussed when it comes to triboelectric charging

is how many charges can be interchanged between the dust grains. As discussed

in the introduction (Sec. 1.4.2) there is proof that a large amount of charges can

exchanged in a single interaction between two dust grains (see again Jungmann

et al. [2021]).

One fact that one regularly finds when triboelectric charging is discussed, is

the fact that when two particles interact and exchange charges, they tend to do

it in a manner where the workfunctions of the interacting grains equalize each

other. In other words, if a grain with a higher workfunction interacts with a grain

of a lower workfunction, we would see a transfer of charges in such a manner,

that the workfunction of the larger grain gets lowered and the workfunction of

the smaller grain increases, to a point where both workfunctions would be on

the same level. Implementing such a way of determining the charge exchange

is a bit more challenging in our case, due to the fact that in our case, materials

with very similar workfunctions would interact with each other. Therefore the

amount of charge exchanged would be very low.

However, to simplify our model and to account for a more realistic amount

of charges exchanged, we assume in the following that ∆q is given by one forth

of the charge interval (qmax − qmin) of the smaller particle. This method has

shown to create charge exchanges in the hundreds and low thousands of charges.

Which is an amount that the code seems to be able to handle at this point.
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4.2.2 Recalculating the rates for dust charge moments in

the chemical network

In order to have this new approach work with the way the charge chemistry is

handled in ProDiMo one needs to recalculate the dust grain moments to account

for the impact that triboelectric charging can have. Similarly to how it has to be

undertaken for non-triboelectric rates and as discussed in Section 2.1.8. Again

we only consider rates where the smaller grain gets excess electrons from the

larger grain, hence we only consider four types of reactions.

Firstly a neutral-neutral reaction where the smaller grain i gets negative

charges from the larger grain j

Zm,i + Zm,j → Z−m,i + Z+
m,j (4.28)

a positive-negative reaction, where both grains neutralize

Z+
m,i + Z−m,j → Zm,i + Zm,j (4.29)

a positive-neutral reaction, where the positive charge is transferred to the larger

grain

Z+
m,i + Zm,j → Zm,i + Z+

m,j (4.30)

and a neutral-negative reaction where the extra negative charge is transferred

from the larger to the smaller grain

Zm,i + Z−m,j → Z−m,i + Zm,j (4.31)

The moment rate coefficients for each respective type of reaction are calcu-

lated as k
ci,cj
m,i,j,t, where ci and cj represent the respective sings of the charges of

the involved dust grains, and saved. Here is, as an example, how the moment

rate coefficient for the positive-negative reaction will be calculated

k+,−
m,i,j,t =

∑
qi>0

∑
qj<0

kt,qi,qj
f(ai, qi)f(aj , qj)∆q (4.32)

with the first sum representing the fact that only positive states of i are ac-

counted for via qi > 0 and the second sum represents the that only negative

states of j are accounted for via qj < 0. Additionally, kt,qi,qj represent the tribo-
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electric rate coefficient at the different charge states and f(ai, qi) and f(aj , qj)

are the charge distribution functions of the i-th and j-th bin at the respective

charge states.

A final step is then a normalization of the rate coefficient via the relevant

moments
k+,−

m,i,j,t

Z+
m,iZ

−
m,j

→ k+,−
m,i,j,t (4.33)

The other moment rate coefficients can be calculated analogously, but with

changes in the boundaries of the sums, depending on the charges of the inter-

acting particles. The normalization also have to adjusted to account for the

relevant dust moments
k0,0

m,i,j,t

Zm,iZm,j
→ k0,0

m,i,j,t (4.34)

k+,0
m,i,j,t

Z+
m,iZm,j

→ k+,0
m,i,j,t (4.35)

k0,−
m,i,j,t

Zm,iZ
−
m,j

→ k0,−
m,i,j,t (4.36)

4.3 Results

In this section we show preliminary results from the previous explained imple-

mentation, explain the change we will see in the dust grain charge distribution

and discuss further effects and implications this change might have.

4.3.1 Overcoming the Coulomb Barrier

We started our investigation if triboelectric rates and rate coefficients are rel-

evant for dust grain charging with a first test to see if these rates are relevant

in the midplanes of disks. This test entailed to simply calculate the rate co-

efficients for the triboelectric charging and compare it to the most dominant

charging process in midplane regions which is electron attachment. For these

calculations the main simulation described it 2.3 will be used. Note that the

rates were at first calculated without any coulomb interaction, as some previous

tests have given the impression that the velocities we find in the midplane are
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not high enough for particles to interact with each other at a high enough prob-

ability for triboelectric charging to be relevant. So in order to isolate velocity

as a parameter, the coulomb interaction was neglected for now.

To see whether triboelectric rates can be relevant compared to the electron

attachment, we plot the triboelectric rates of the largest Z05 and smallest par-

ticles Z00 interacting with each other, with fq = 1 to neglect any contributions

from the coulomb interaction, and compare it to the respective electron attach-

ment rates of Z05 and Z00 (See. Fig. 4.3). We find that triboelectric charging

should be a relevant mechanism in region A. However one also sees that this will

only be true for areas closer towards the star as there the electron density is still

lower due to the higher shielding. In areas above 0.6 au electron attachment

dominates due the larger electron density and the fact that the electron velocity,

in general, tends to be higher than the velocity of the dust grains, which results

in a higher rate coefficients. It could therefore be concluded that triboelectric

charging should play a significant role in the charge distribution of dust grains

in the inwards regions of the midplane.

Unfortunately, if one accounts for the coulomb interaction, the triboelectric

rates between the largest and the smallest dust grains in the inner areas of the

midplane of our previous simulation drop significantly. This has to do with the

simple fact, that at micron to sub-micron dust grain sizes, the kinetic energy

of the particles would not be sufficient to overcome the coulomb barrier. A

comparison between the kinetic energy and the coulomb potential can be seen

in the upper plot of Fig. 4.4. One way of overcoming the barrier would be to

test larger grains radii, as the radius scales the mass of the dust grains (Eq.4.9)

and the mass of the dust grains scales the kinetic energy. This can be done in

our simulations by adjusting the power law indices as discussed in section 2.1.3.

In a new simulation the power law index was adjusted to 3, compared to the

older simulation where it was set to 2. This results in dust grain sizes reaching

from the micron range for the smallest bin to several millimeter in the largest

bin. If one compares the energies for such an interaction again, one finds that

now the kinetic energy should be more than sufficient to overcome the coulomb

barrier in most areas of Region A (see Fig. 4.4 lower plot). Hence, we can

conclude that in order to test the impact of triboelectric charging, sufficiently

large dust grains have to be considered.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison between the electron attachment rates of the smallest dust
grain bin Z00 (dark blue line) and largest grains Z05 (orange line) and the triboelectric
rate between the two particles without their coulomb interaction account for (sky blue
line).
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the kinetic energy of the interaction of the smallest and
largest grain bin in the simulation and the energy of the coulomb interaction. The
upper plot is a comparison of the simulation with smaller, sub-micron to micro dust
grains, at a power law fit index of 2. The lower plot is a comparison with larger grains
up to millimeter sizes, at a power law fit index of 3
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4.3.2 Impact on the dust charge distribution

We will now use our implementation of triboelectric charging, to see the impact

on the dust grain charge distribution in detail. Due to the computational effort,

this will first be done at a single point of the simulation. Due to the results of

the previous tests, a point closer to the star was chosen, in order to maximize

potential effects of triboelectric charging. The relevant parameters of this point

are shown in table 4.1.

Note that for the power law fitting index ζfit 2.3 was used, and not as one

might expect 3 from the previous test. This is simply done for the sake of

simplicity. Increasing the power law index and therefore the size of the dust

grains, also increases the amounts of potential charging states that have to be

accounted for. For a power law index of 2.3 the dimension of the systems of

ordinary differential equations that needs to be solved is in the realm of several

thousands. Increasing this by just one decimal point to 2.4 leads to nearly

an order of magnitude increase to dimensions in the tens of thousand. To solve

such a large system, and potentially even larger systems, was not feasible at this

point. As will be seen, at 2.3, the effects of triboelectric charging can already be

seen to have a very significant impact, but its is noted that for a full overview

of the effect different dust sizes should be probed and its potential effect will be

discussed in the discussion of this chapter Sec. 4.4.1.

The results of this point simulation can be found in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. For

comparison on how the dust charge distribution would look without triboelectric

charging at the same point with the same parameters refer to Figure 4.5.

There are several interesting changes in the dust charge distribution when

triboelectric charging is considered. Firstly, one might notice that the largest

bin has considerably less amounts of charge. Which can be explained, by the

reaction between the largest grain and smaller grains. A reaction of the type

Z−05 + Z<1µm → Z05 + Z−<1µm (4.37)

reveals itself to be the creation reaction with the largest rate for all dust grains

smaller then 1 micron, represented by Z<1µm, and the destruction reaction with

largest rate for the largest grains Z05.

One might now ask, why is the triboelectric rate between the largest grains
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Table 4.1: Parameters for the point simulations used to test the triboelectric charging
implementation

parameter value and unit
distance from the host star r 0.07 [au]
height over the midplane z 0 [au]

gas temperature Tg 563.34 [K]
dust temperature Td 563.34 [K]

gas density ρ 2.1× 10−8 [g cm−3]
dust to gas ratio 0.01

cosmic ray ionization rate ζCR 1.8× 10−20[s−1]
power law index ζfit 2.3

and grains larger than 1 micron not the largest creation rate for grains larger

than 1 micron. This can be explained by electron attachment. For grains larger

than 1 micron, the abundances become smaller than the electron abundance.

Hence, for these grains electron attachment is the dominating rate. Note, how-

ever triboelectric charging is still a relevant contributor.

These findings reveal that including triboelectric charging results in a changed

pathway of how the charge balance establishes itself in the midplane, compared

to our previous results. This new pathway is shown in Fig. 4.8. One can think

of the new pathway of the charge balance establishing itself, similar to the pre-

vious way, but with an extra intermediate step included. Instead of all dust

grains reaction with electrons, it now tends to be that only the largest one are

reacting with the free electrons. They then give these negative charges to the

smaller grains via triboelectric reactions with the smaller grains. What remains

true compared to the previous results is that smaller grains still get neutralized

by reactions with protonated molecules.

Looking deeper into the results, one finds that the largest change in average

charge 〈q〉 and average charge per dust bin size 〈q/ai〉 can be seen for the second

smallest bin Z01 (see Tab. 4.2 first two tables). This is the case, because of the

reaction between the largest grains Z05 and the second smallest Z01 dust grain

bin having the highest rate of all triboelectric rates. From this the question
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arises, why is the second smallest grain the one with the highest rate coefficient.

One might expect that the rate between smallest and largest to be the highest,

as the relative velocity between those two bins are the highest and because

the smaller grains are the most abundant. But whilst this reaction is still very

relevant for the smallest grains, it is not higher than the rate between the second

smallest and largest because of the coulomb barrier. At the current constellation

of bin sizes, for the second smallest bin the coulomb barrier can be overcome

easier compared to the smallest bin. We show the relevant kinetic energies,

coulomb barriers and ratios of the two in table 4.3.

If one looks even more into the charging behavior, one can see that two

previous facts that were found without triboelectric charging have to be re-

considered. Previously, by far the most amount of charge was carried by the

smallest grains, but with the second smallest grains having the largest rate, this

is not categorically true anymore. The smallest and second smallest bins now

carry nearly equal amounts of charge The amount of charge carried by each bin

can be estimated by multiplying the average bin charge by its respective number

density 〈q〉 nai
.

Additionally, a shift in how much charge each dust bin carriers, relative

to one another has occurred. As can be seen in the third table of table (4.2),

previously the first bin held more than two thirds of all of the dust grain charge.

But now, the first and second bin hold nearly all the charge of all dust bins

combined. To compare the average bin charge divided by its respective number

density better with the electron and molecules concentrations, we also show

average bin charge divided by its respective number density normalized to the

number density of hydrogen nuclei n〈H〉 in the fourth table.

Note here, that including triboelectric charging increases the total amount

of charge on the dust grains. This is most likely due the large grains becoming

less negative and therefore being able to react more readily with the free elec-

trons. An indication of this being true can be seen by comparing the electron

concentrations of the simulations with and without triboelectric charging. We

find that the electron concentration drops by more than a factor of two. Previ-

ously at this point, we find an electron concentration of 4.2×10−15 and we now

find a concentration of 1.8×10−15. This of course has an effect on the positive

molecules in the gas as well, as we find more NH4
+ in the simulations with

triboelectric charging. One finds an increase by a bit more than a factor of two,
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from 6.1×10−13 to 1.4×10−12. This is an increase by roughly the same amount

as the electrons decrease and is not too surprising remembering our findings in

Section .

It can therefore be concluded that including triboelectric charging can have

an impact on the overall charge balance, and it is important to not just consider

small grains. The large grains, whilst not carrying a large amount of total

charge, are still vital in creating this cascade of charge transport.

4.4 Discussion and Outlook

While these results are very exciting, it is important to notice that they are

preliminary and limited to a single point in the disk and therefore tentative

at best. Ideally, a full simulation would have been undertaken where several

different points could have been discussed, but due to code and time limitations

this was not possible. But, there are several different parameters that we would

like to discuss, in particular if the results that we find could have an impact on

the electric fields and lightning.

4.4.1 Numerical resolution of the grain size distribution

It is important to discuss the impact of increasing the dust grain sizes and

number of dust grain bins would have on the results, because we want to ensure

that the quality of our results is not dependent on the numerical parameters,

such as number of size bins, coverage of the complete size domain from sub-

micron to millimeter, and setting of charge interval boundaries. We saw already

that, if one changes the power law fit index, that the results can change, but

this is simply due to the fact that the code can account for larger grains in that

case.

Firstly, it would be important to increased the dust bin numbers to evaluate

if there are potential effects of the numerical implementation on the results.

Ideally one would like to not see significant changes in the results if we effectively

increase the resolution of how the dust charge distribution is represented.

It would also be important to test for different dust grain size fit parameters

and make sure this way that we account for millimeter size grains. This could
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Table 4.2: Comparison between Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6 of the different quantities
that describe the charging behavior of the dust grains. In particular I compare the
average charge 〈q〉, the average charge per dust bin radius 〈q/ai〉, the average charge
times the respective dust number density 〈q〉nai and the average charge times the
respective dust number density normalized to the number density of hydrogen nuclei
n〈H〉, 〈q〉nai/n〈H〉. Here nai is the dust number density of the i-th bin. The results for
simulation without triboelectric charging are designated via ”off” and the ones with
triboelectric charging are designated via ”on”.

〈q〉
bin off on
a00 -29.7 -49.48
a01 -69.49 -346.46
a02 -193.02 -240.36
a03 -711.61 -703.11
a04 -4074.11 -3916.67
a05 -54828.35 -36301.9

〈q/ai〉 [µm−1]
bin tribo off tribo on
a00 -409.17 -656.08
a01 -410.12 -1714.71
a02 -404.31 -598.58
a03 -403.63 -504.12
a04 -403.13 -381.46
a05 -403.08 -279.00

〈q〉nai
[cm−3]

bin tribo off tribo on
a00 -2636.47 -4391.74
a01 -847.23 -4224.42
a02 -215.66 -268.55
a03 -39.266 -38.79
a04 -4.04 -3.89
a05 -0.14 -0.09

〈q〉nai
/n〈H〉

bin tribo off tribo on
a00 -4.3×10−13 -7.2×10−13

a01 -1.4×10−13 -6.9×10−13

a02 -3.5×10−14 -4.4×10−14

a03 -6.4×10−15 -6.4×10−15

a04 -6.6×10−16 -6.4×10−16

a05 -2.3×10−17 -1.5×10−17
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Figure 4.5: The dust charge distribution for the simulated point (see Tab. 4.1)
but with triboelectric charging turned of to give the reader an overview how the dust
charge distribution would usually look.
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Figure 4.6: The dust charge distribution for the simulated point (see Tab. 4.1)
with triboelectric charging turned on. These two plots show the new dust charge
distribution in the linear representation of the y-axis, to allow better comparison to
the old results Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.7: Same as Fig. 4.6 but these two plots have the y-axis presented in
logarithmic form as it reveals a bit more of of how the charge is distributed in between
the different bins.
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Table 4.3: Collection of the different coulomb barriers, kinetic energies and ration
between the two of all the different triboelectric reactions considered in the model.

interaction Ecol [ergs] Ekin [ergs] Ecol/Ekin Ekin/Ecol

a00, a01 1.27×10−10 9.91×10−14 1.28×103 7.80×10−4

a00, a02 5.51×10−11 9.96×10−14 5.53×102 1.81×10−3

a00, a03 5.14×10−11 1.08×10−13 4.76×102 2.10×10−3

a00, a04 4.02×10−11 3.60×10−13 1.12×102 8.96×10−3

a00, a05 2.96×10−11 1.41×10−11 2.10 4.76×10−1

a01, a02 2.92×10−10 1.03×10−13 2.84×103 3.53×10−4

a01, a03 3.04×10−10 2.03×10−13 1.50×103 6.68×10−4

a01, a04 2.48×10−10 3.50×10−12 7.09×101 1.41×10−2

a01, a05 1.85×10−10 1.87×10−10 9.89×10−1 1.01
a02, a03 2.60×10−10 1.60×10−12 1.62×102 6.15×10−3

a02, a04 2.39×10−10 7.23×10−11 3.30 3.03×10−1

a02, a05 1.82×10−10 4.19×10−9 4.34×10−2 2.30×101

a03, a04 6.65×10−10 2.71×10−9 2.45×10−1 4.08
a03, a05 5.64×10−10 2.08×10−7 2.71×10−3 3.69×102

a04, a05 2.31×10−9 3.41×10−5 6.78×10−5 1.48×104

Figure 4.8: An updated version of the reaction pathways which establish the charge
balance one finds in the midplane (compare Fig.2.8)
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have large implications on the quality and quantities in the results. It could

reveal that when one can reliably overcomes the coulomb barrier between largest

and smallest grains, the smallest grains dominate the overall charge again.

4.4.2 Changes in the amount of charge transferred ∆q

As mentioned in Section 4.2.1, it was tried to implement a method that accounts

for a realistic amount of charges transferred when two dust grains interact with

each other. We ultimately chose a numerically more stable but not physically

motivated method. We would expect some quantitative changes if a more real-

istic method is implemented, but not necessarily qualitative. It would be im-

portant to make sure the realistic implementation would be usable, nonetheless,

just to ensure we have an as close as possible representation of reality.

4.4.3 Different physical conditions

Testing a full simulation, or maybe in the beginning just different points of the

simulation, could be one of the most impactful changes to the results. We would

like to quickly discuss three different areas of the disks here.

We would expect that there are certain areas in the disks where triboelectric

charging makes very little to no impact. The regions D-F that we identified

in Section 2.2.2, very high up in disk, are so photodominated, that we would

not expect for triboelectric charging to be competitive with photoionization.

Additionally, the Coulomb barrier might be even harder to overcome, as the

dust grains in these areas are very positively charged, even more positively

charged as the grains are negatively charged in the midplane.

Other areas in the midplane could be interesting to investigate. We already

have an indication from Fig. 4.3 that somewhere around 0.6 au, electron at-

tachment could become the dominant charging mechanism again. Therefore it is

important to investigate in which areas exactly triboelectric charging is relevant

and which parameters such as shielding or temperature could have impacts on

how relevant the contribution of triboelectric charging is.

Lastly we would like to discuss an area of the disk that we find to be a

promising candidate for what we called region X, a region where dust grains
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would totally dominate the charge balance. In other words, an area where

positive charged dust grains would be the most abundant positively charged

species in addition to negatively charged dust grains being the most abundant

negative charge carrier.

As can be seen in Fig. 2.3 there are large areas where the grains are mostly

neutral. Triboelectric charging could create a charge distribution where the

larger bins would be positively charged and the smaller one negatively charged.

This would resemble what occurs for example in volcanic eruptions on earth

where lightning occurs.

It could also have a effect on the electric field magnitudes. If one looks again

at our electric field equation, equation 3.6, one can see that we accounted already

for a contribution of positive grains. But, claiming that these dust grains would

dominate the overall charge balance would be hard to state, as these areas

in the disk are less shielded than the midplane. Hence, these regions could

be still photodominated. So either triboelectric charging would not matter,

similar to how we discussed the higher areas of the disk, or the resulting ions

and electrons from the photoionization of atoms or molecules would dominate

the overall charge balance. Nonetheless, studying more areas of the disk, and

undergoing the necessary numerical improvements to make this possible are on

the upcoming agenda.

It is important to point out that in previous studies such as Muranushi

and Tomiyasu [2009] where they implemented triboelectric charging and found

regions where they deem lightning to be possible, only triboelectric charging

was implemented and no other charging processes where considered. Hence this

work lays the ground work for a complete study of all relevant charging processes

for dust grains.

4.4.4 Effects on the emergence of lightning

Lastly we would like to discuss whether these results could have an impact on

the generation of the electric fields and therefore lightning. One can do this by

using equation 3.6 and including the necessary densities of the different dust

grain bins, the electrons and the NH4
+.

When doing this, one finds an increase in the electric field by roughly a factor
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of 2. Which is of course not even remotely enough to overcome the critical field in

these areas. This increase can mostly be accounted for, by having more charge

on the smaller grains compared to the results without triboelectric charging.

Since in our model, smaller grains are more abundant, they would contribute

more in equation 3.6.
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5
Implementation of non-equilibrium

chemistry into the MARCS code and the

Chapman cycle

This chapter illustrates the work that has been done during the secondment at

the University of Copenhagen.

At the group in Copenhagen, a large effort had been undertaken in updating

their radiative transfer code, MARCS, to make it usable for simulating exo-

planets. One part of these efforts is to integrate non-equilibrium chemistry into

the MARCS code. In this chapter, I will explain my part of these efforts of

implementing non-equilibrium chemistry and show some preliminary results by

testing our implementation of the Chapman cycle.

The chapter is structured in the following way, section 5.1 gives a rudimentary

explanation of the MARCS code and recent improvements.

Section 5.2 gives a short explanation how the KROME code works and explain

how we implemented KROME into MARCS.
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Section 5.3 will give a short explanation into the Chapman cycle itself.

Section 5.4 shows some first results showing that the implementation is working

and discusses these results briefly.

5.1 MARCS and the MSG project

The MARCS code in its original iteration Gustafsson et al. [1975] was a radiative

transfer code designed to solve the radiative transfer for solar-like stars atmo-

sphere in an effective temperature range from 8000 K down to 2500 K Gustafsson

et al. [2008]. The efforts of group in Copenhagen, were part of the MSG project,

to make the MARCS code applicable to exoplanetary atmospheres. This was

achieved by coupling the MARCS code with the StaticWeather Code Helling

and Woitke [2006] and the GGchem code Woitke et al. [2018], creating the

abbreviation MSG Jørgensen et al..

The StaticWeather code is a kinetic cloud formation code designed to in-

vestigate cloud formation in exoplanetary atmospheres. Static weather is a 1D

kinetic cloud formation model, modeling cloud population using the moment

method for mixed material composition cloud particles, coupled to equilibrium

gas-phase chemistry through elemental depletion. Nucleation is treated using a

modified classical nucleation theory approach, particles settle through equilib-

rium drift dependent on size. A static cloud deck is achieved by a relaxation

timescale for atmospheric composition towards an undepleted cloud free gas

phase, from the deep atmosphere.

The GGchem code is a code designed to solve the concentrations and abun-

dances of the relevant species in thermal equilibrium. The code achieves this,

by trying to minimize the total Gibbs free energy at the given temperature in

the atmosphere layer.

5.2 KROME

Whilst local thermal equilibrium can be a good approximation for certain cir-

cumstances that are found in exoplanetary atmospheres, a more accurate ap-

proach would be to also have a way to handle non-equilibrium chemistry. There
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are several common occurrences in atmospheric modeling where non-equilibrium

chemistry is necessary in order to simulate realistic circumstances, like the in-

fluence of the radiation of the host star or other sources, mixing processes

between different atmospheric layers, influences of discharge processes within

atmospheres like lightning or emissions from the surface, either from metabolic

processes or from volcanic sources for example.

In order to account for such non-equilibrium influences, we implemented

the KROME code Grassi et al. [2014] into the new MSG framework. KROME

follows are very typical kinetic equilibrium approach, where for every species n

there change in a certain time frame will become ideally zero, or more often,

smaller than a certain tolerance.

dni
dt

= Fj −Dj =
∑
j

kjΠjnj −
∑
j

kjΠjnj (5.1)

where ni is the number density of a specific species, Fj is a sum of all formation

reactions of the said species, Dj a sum of all destruction reactions. Both sums

are sums of the respective rates for each reaction, where those rates are calcu-

lated as a product of the respective coefficients kj and the respective species

involved, which is accounted for by a product of the different species involved

in the the reaction nj . To solve this stiff set of ordinary differential equations

KROME uses the DLSODES solver from the DVODE package.

Within the MARCS framework KROME is implemented in the following

way. For each iteration of MARCS towards a self-consistent, stable solution,

we first calculate the GGchem thermodynamical equilibrium abundance of all

included species. To avoid being overwhelmed computationally, we initially im-

plemented the non-equilibrium for only a small subset of these species, keeping

the rest at their equilibrium values. For example, in our implementation of the

Chapman cycle, only the relevant Oxygen species are part of the chemical net-

work of KROME. After GGchem has finished, we call KROME and let it run

until a steady state solution has been reached for the selected species starting

from the equilibrium values.
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5.3 Chapman Cycle

In order to test our implementation of non-equilibrium chemistry we chose to

implement the Chapman cycle. The Chapman cycle is set of four reactions

which are responsible for the ozone layer creation in earths atmosphere. The

main reaction that makes the whole cycle possible is the photodissociation of

molecular oxygen by energetic UV radiation, at least UVB (Eq. 5.2). The

created oxygen atoms can create Ozone molecules, by reacting with molecular

oxygen and an additional reaction partner M, needed for the sake of energy

conservation (Eq. 5.3). The created Ozone molecule can react back to molec-

ular oxygen via two pathways. Either another photodissociation with slightly

less energetic UV radiation (Eq. 5.4) or a recombination with atomic oxygen

(Eq. 5.5). The necessary rate coefficients were taken from the NIST database

Linstrom and Mallard [2022].

O2 + hν<242nm → O + O (5.2)

O + O2 + M→ O3 + M (5.3)

O3 + hν<240−310nm → O2 + O (5.4)

O3 + O→ 2O2 (5.5)

5.4 Results

In order to test the validity of our implementation and see the effects of non-

equilibrium chemistry, a MSG model was run and a comparison between the

equilibrium results from GGchem and the non-equilibrium results from the

KROME implementation and the Chapman cycle network. The MSG simu-

lation was done with solar elemental abundances, at an effective temperature of

2500 K and a log(g) of 4.5. The modeled planet is at a distance of 1 AU from

its host star, represented by a black body of 5700 K, representative of the sun.

We plotted the number densities of the different relevant oxygen species of

the Chapman cycle, atomic oxygen, molecular oxygen and ozone in each layer

of the atmosphere and compare our KROME implementation against a run

without the inclusion of non-equilibrium chemistry 5.1. What can be clearly
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of the number density of the oxygen species that are relevant
in the Chapman cycle in the planet that we simulated, between the results one would
get with a chemical equilibrium code (solid lines - GGchem) and our implementation
of non-equilibrium chemistry (dots - KROME). The x axis shows the pressure [dyne
cm−2] levels, representing going deeper into the planets atmosphere

seen in this plot, is that with the KROME implementation, at the higher layers

of the atmosphere we create a, by several orders of magnitude, larger amount

of atomic oxygen and ozone compared to the equilibrium runs with GGchem.

This can be explained by the amount of shielding that the atmosphere provides.

Higher up, the planetary atmosphere will not be able to shield against the UV

radiation, which results in the first reaction of the Chapman cycle to be able

to occur in the first place. The lower we in the atmosphere, the lower the

UV radiation and therefore at some point, the whole cycle stops. It is very

encouraging to see that ones this point is reached that the KROME results are

virtually identical to the GGchem results, because at this point we would expect

the investigated species to not be under the influence of any non-equilibrium

effects which are part of the chemical network we implemented.
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6
Conclusions & Outlook

Conclusion and Outlook of Chapter 2 Six different regions within the

disk were identified, which were analyzed with regards of how dust grains charge

and if they contribute to the overall charge balance (refer again to Fig.2.6). The

upper regions, are photo dominated where dust grains charge positively due to

their interaction with the radiation present. The most abundant negative charge

carrier are electrons with the most abundant positive charge carriers being the

ionized form of the the main electron donators. For the most upper region,

region F, the most abundant positive species would therefore be H+. For the

region below F, region E, it would be C+. For the lowest of the photodominated

regions, region D, S+ is the most abundant positive species. The overall charge

balance in these regions is not affected by the dust grains.

The three lower regions that were identified show a more complex behavior.

These regions are not photo-dominated, due to the strong shielding from UV

and X-ray radiation. Cosmic rays are the only type of radiation that influence

the charge balance in these regions. All of these regions are located in the
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midplane of the disk.

The most outward (3 to 100 au) of the three midplane regions identified,

region C, was coined the metal-poor region. Named metal-poor due to the

fact that most species are frozen out into ices, hence not available to the gas

phase. The most abundant charged species are electrons and H3
+. However it is

noteworthy that dust grains are starting to become more and more relevant and

have similar concentrations to the electrons on the inner areas of this region.

The next more inwards region (≈ 1 to 3 au), region B, shows a highly complex

hydrocarbon chemistry due to the fact that nitrogen and oxygen bearing species

being frozen out onto ices whilst carbon bearing species are not frozen out. The

most abundant positive charge carrier are C3H3
+ molecules which have the

highest proton affinity of all protonated molecules we consider. Dust grains are

the most abundant negative charge carries. Electrons are still not negligible

compared to the negatively charged dust grains.

The most inward region (< 1 au), region A, is the only region considered dust

dominated, since the electron concentration dropping to values as low as 10−18.

This is due to the electrons attaching to the dust grains. Together with NH4
+

molecules negatively charged dust grains dominate the overall charge balance

in this region. Region A or regions with similar shielding and temperatures are

the ones mostly likely for lightning to occur in.

A single point of region A was then chosen to investigate the impact different

parameters could have on the dust grains charging behavior and the charge

balance. These parameters were, the minimum dust grain size, the dust to gas

ratio, the cosmic ray ionization rate, the gas density and the dust temperature.

It was found that increasing the minimum dust grain size will result in less

charged dust grains, due to the effect that larger grains will have a smaller total

surface area, hence being able to hold less charges in total.

Lowering the cosmic ray ionization rate decreases the electron abundances

significantly, due to lower cosmic ray ionization rates resulting in less ionization

of hydrogen molecules which is the only process that can create free electrons

in the areas analyzed.

Increasing the dust to gas ratio decreases the electron concentration. This

can be explained by considering that if we increase the dust to gas ratio, we
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also increase the amount of potential reaction partners for the electrons, hence

more dust grains can take up free electrons and therefore lowering their con-

centration in the gas. Note here the implications on the magneto rotational

instability. Firstly, in the areas we investigate, the electron concentration is

already below the critical threshold for MRI to occur, already strengthening the

link between dust grain charging and the creation of dead zones. Furthermore,

in our studies we increase the dust to gas ratio up to the, for streaming insta-

bilities important point of unity and show that this even further decreases the

electron concentration.

An increase in the gas density also results in a decrease of the electron

concentration. This can be explained by two factors. Firstly, increasing the gas

density also increases the shielding and therefore lowers the cosmic ray ionization

rate. Secondly, increasing the gas density also increases the recombination of

electrons with molecules in the gas and since, as previously mentioned, the

recombination rates scale with the gas number density squared whilst the cosmic

ray ionization only scaling with the gas number density linearly.

Changing the temperature has a very complex impact. At very low temper-

atures (≤ 200 K), one replicates the conditions in region B, resulting in freeze

outs of nitrogen and oxygen. Between 300 K and 1300 K only marginal changes

are visible in the charge balance. Above 1400 K, Na+ becomes the dominant

positive charge carrier, due to collisional ionization of Na. Therefore, at higher

temperatures, the electron concentration increases significantly. Note however

another trend when we increase the temperature and that is the decrease in

q/a for the dust grains. This can be explained by the limiting factor, for how

much the dust grains can charge via electron attachment, being the interaction

between the Coulomb barrier and the thermal velocity of the electrons. Since

increasing the dust temperature also increases the gas temperature we increase

the thermal velocity of the electrons allowing the Coulomb barrier to overcome

more easily.

Lastly, it was found that the dust grains charge in a uniform matter. This

can be seen by looking at the dust grain charge distribution and normalizing the

charge on the dust rains for the respective dust grain size q/a [µm−1]. For all

dust bins in the mid plane q/a to be ≈ -350. This fact is not too surprising and

can be explained in two ways. Firstly the total amount of charge a dust grain

can carry q scales with its surface area. Additionally the rates of much a dust
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grain charges also scales with its surface area. Hence increasing the dust grains

size a should not increase or decrease its overall charge per radius q/a. Another

way of explaining this behavior could be to consider that q/a represents the

electrostatic potential of the dust grains and that when one looks at the rate

coefficients, all of them scale in some form with q/a.

On the outlook of this section one has to mention MRI again. One can see

that when we consider dust grain charging, in region A the electron concentra-

tion can drop below the usual threshold at which MRI can occur (≥ 10−13 (see

again Inutsuka and Sano [2005]). It could be interesting to combine the new

findings of this work with the parameterized MRI implementation in ProDiMo

from Thi et al. [2019]. In this work we tend to find lower electron concentrations

then Thi et al. [2019], hence finding a larger dead zone could be the result of a

combining the two works.

Conclusion and Outlook of Chapter 3 On top of the results of Chapter

2 a turbulent charge separation model was developed. The aim of this model

was to investigate whether the conditions that were found in the mid plane are

conducive to the emergence of lightning.

The idea behind this model is that both of the main contributors of the

charge balance, NH4
+ and negatively charged dust grains, would feel the accel-

eration of a turbulent eddy in a different way. This is due the frictional forces at

hand, that would result in the centrifugal force being applied to the dust grains

in quicker manner than for the molecules. As the dust grains feel the change in

movement faster when being caught in a turbulent eddy, the NH4
+ molecules

would be lagging behind until they match the drift velocity of the dust grains.

This lag would create a spatial separation that would result in an electric field

establishing itself.

In order to see if these electric fields are large enough for lightning to emerge,

one has to see if they could overcome the critical electric field. The critical

electric field, is the electric field at which the electrons can ionize the medium

around them and start an electron avalanche. In this study, the electric fields

are several orders of magnitude smaller than the critical electric field, hence an

emerge of lightning in this way would be highly unlikely. The same parameters

as in the previous chapter were tested to see if they could have an impact on

the magnitude of the electric fields, but none of the parameters came remotely
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close at having a noticeable impact.

The outlook for this chapter is closely linked to the work described in chapter

4 hence their outlooks will be combined and shown at the end of the conclusion

of chapter 4.

Conclusion and Outlook of Chapter 4 The main result of chapter 4 is

the preliminary but successful implementation of triboelectric charging into the

charge chemistry framework of ProDiMo. This new approach of handling tri-

boelectric rates and rate coefficients has similarities to the larger chemistry

framework of ProDiMo by making use of a Newton-Raphson approach to solve

the coupled non-linear equations describing the dust grain charging as function

of size and charge f(a,q).

The new implementation of triboelectric charging can reveal some interesting

changes in the dust grain charge distribution. One finds firstly that one has to

consider large enough grains for triboelectric charging to take an effect, as the

kinetic energy of the dust grain particles has to be large enough to overcome the

Coulomb barrier. In this work we find that the larger collision partner needs

to be at least several 10 - 100 µm in size in order for collisions to happen.

If triboelectric charging happens, we can see changes in the charge chemistry

at the point in the midplane. The previously found paradigm in chapter 2

of a constant q/a is not true anymore an we can see how in the larger dust

bins q/a gets less negative whilst for the smaller dust grain bins it increases.

This indicates a charge transfer happening from the larger grains to the smaller

grains. This charge transfer dominates the overall dust grain charge distribution

as it significantly increases the amounts of charge carried by the smallest grains.

Additionally, the way the charge chemistry establishes itself changes slightly

compared to the previous findings in chapter 2. Whilst the overall trends are

similar, an extra intermediate step has to be considered now, where only the

largest grains react with electrons and then carry on these extra negative charges

onto the smaller grains.

The outlook of this chapter would be at the same time very enthusiastic, due

to the intriguing new results, but also cautious, due to a lot of open questions and

still some problems with the implementation itself. Whilst the implementation

was overall a success, in the sense that it is capable of producing preliminary
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results, it must be noted that it is at this point not fit for a full ProDiMo

simulation. This is due to the fact that the boundaries of the dust grain charge

distribution still have to be adjusted by hand, for every single point of the

simulation and for every dust bin. Additional work is required in understanding

the magnitudes of the charge exchanges better, so that the boundaries could be

set a priori or automated. This requires better understanding of the mechanism

of triboelectric charging. A fundamental issues is that triboelectric charging

when it is discussed in the literature, is nearly exclusively discussed between

different materials. In the case of different materials one could estimate the

charge transfer from a simple comparison of the workfunctions of the materials.

In our case we consider dust grains and therefore materials of the same kind.

In such a case a workfunction comparison would not work and the amounts of

charge transferred would be marginal. But we know from experiments such as

Jungmann et al. [2021] that triboelectric charging still occurs between materials

of the same kind, and also results in very large amounts of charge transferred.

A bridging of the knowledge gap is required.

If the process of setting the boundaries can be automated a full disk simu-

lation should be possible, and would also be needed to test the influence of dif-

ferent parameters on triboelectric charging. In addition full simulations would

be needed to potentially find the elusive region X, where the charge balance is

completely dominated by dust grains, both positively and negatively charged.

In these regions we could then apply the turbulent charge separation model de-

scribed in chapter 3 and test the electric fields generated again and see if they

could be larger in magnitude then the critical electric fields.

Conclusion and Outlook of Chapter 5 The main conclusion from chapter

5 is the successful implementation of KROME into MARCS as part of the MSG

project. With this implementation the Chapman cycle was tested and found to

be a feasible mechanism for the creation of ozone in the upper layers of the test

planet.

With this implementation a lot of different non-equilibrium effects can now

be studied. Firstly different photodissociation process can now be implemented

and being investigated with the improved MARCS code.

For the MSG project and the work of the group in Copenhagen in particular

interesting could be the non-equilibrium effects that potential life has on an
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exoplanets atmosphere. This implementation could be used on testing whether

certain biosignatures (for example CH4, CO2, O2, N2O from Earth) are actually

biosignatures or could be explained by other effects, such as volcanic outgassing,

photochemistry or also lightning.
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A
Appendix

This appendix consists of parts of the appendix of my publication Balduin et al.

[2023]. It has mostly been added for the sake of completeness and comprehen-

sion, as the appendix is referred to several times in said publication. For the

sake of transparency it must be mentioned that section A.1 has been written by

myself, including the plots.

Section A.2 has been written by my coauthor Peter Woitke.

Section A.3 is a combined effort by myself and my coauthor Peter Woitke.

A.1 On the impact of automatically generated

charge exchange and protonation reactions

In this section, we investigate the effect that automatically generated charge

exchange, protonation, and endothermic reactions can have on our model. For

this, we incorporated three different models (Tab. A.1): one where we do not
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Table A.1: The three different models we considered when testing the influence of
automatically generated reactions.

Reac. Type noEX standard EX
Charge Exchange × X X
Proton Exchange × × X

Endotherm × × X

allow exchange, protonation, or endothermic reactions to be generated and only

use the network as provided, from now on called ”noEX”; one where we allow

charge exchange reactions to be generated, which is the case for our standard

case discussed before; and one where we allow charge exchange, protonation,

and endothermic reactions to be generated, from now on called ”EX.” We note

that for endothermic reactions, we set the barrier of the activation energy for

the reactions to be at 5000 Kkb, which equals to 0.431 eV.

To illustrate the differences between the three models, we wanted to show

a list of the different reactions considered for the different setups. However,

such a list would consider thousands of reactions since our noEX setup consists

of 5530 reactions, the standard setup of 7009, and the EX of 8672, and we

would have to show the differences with example reactions, meaning reactions

of a specific type not considered by a certain setup. Therefore, we have chosen

instead to present a curated list of reactions that show what kind of reactions

are additionally considered for the different setups (Tab. A.2).

A.1.1 noEx model

For the noEx model in region A, we found that, firstly, the whole region A starts

a bit farther in, due to C3H
+
4 dipping at a later point. Secondly, we found that

C4H
+ is more abundant much farther in. For region B, we again found the

trend that the region emerges more inward than in our standard case. Overall,

we found the chemistry to be very comparable. We however found that the

species H2S+ and H2CS+ are more abundant and overcome our set threshold,

while SiOH+ and H3CO+ do not overcome this threshold and are therefore no

longer abundant. For region C and outward, we found no notable differences.
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Table A.2: Example reactions present in the different models(1).

Nr. Educts Prod. noEX Standard EX α β γ
1 N+ + H N + H+ X X X 1.00E-12 0.00 0.0000
2 Ar + H+

3 Ar+ + H + H2 X X X 3.65E-10 0.00 0.0000
3 H + CO+

2 H+ + CO2 × X X 5.00E-10 0.50 0.0000
4 H− + CO+

2 H + CO + O × X X 5.00E-10 0.00 0.0000
5 C + CH+

4 CH+ + CH3 × × X 1.32E-09 0.00 0.0000
6 C + C2H+ CH+ + C2 × × X 1.32E-09 0.00 4317.7482
(1)Reactions that are only in the noEX model (1 and 2) are from exterior references.

Exchange reactions added in our standard model (3 and 4) were added as described in Sect.
2.1.5.

Additional reactions present in the EX model (5 and 6) were added again as explained in
Sect. 2.1.5.

Figure A.1: Results for noEX model in region A. Compare with Fig. 2.7 showing
the standard case.
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Figure A.2: Results for noEX model in region B. Compare with Fig. 2.9 showing
the standard case.

A.1.2 EX model

For region A, we mainly found that compared to our standard model, Na+

becomes the second most abundant positive charge carrier and replaces NaH2+.

In addition, we found that Fe+ is no longer abundant enough to meet our set

threshold. However, we found protonated methanol CH3OH
+
2 to be abundant

in the EX model. For region B, we found a much less complex chemistry. In

particular, C4H
+ and HCNH+, which are abundant in our standard model,

do not show up anymore. We only found the sulfur bearing species, which

are also abundant in the standard model, dominate as the second and third

most abundant cations after C3H+
3 . For region C, we again found no significant

differences.
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Figure A.3: Results for noEX model in region C. Compare with Fig. 2.9 showing
the standard case.
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Figure A.4: Results for EX model in region A. Compare with Fig. 2.7 showing the
standard case.
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Figure A.5: Results for EX model in region B. Compare with Fig. 2.9 showing the
standard case.

Figure A.6: Results for EX model in region C. Compare with Fig. 2.11 showing the
standard case.
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A.2 Solving the chemical rate network with dust

charge moments

The charge and size distribution of the dust grains are represented in our chem-

ical models by three charge moments, Z+
m,j , Zm,j , and Z−m,j , in each dust size

bin, using a small number of dust size bins j ∈ {1, ... , J}. In Sect. 2.1.8, we

introduced the effective chemical rates for these moments for photoionization,

electron attachment, and charge exchange reactions, which properly describe

the overall effect of all grains on the gas and ice chemistry. On one side, the

charge distribution function fj(q) must be known to calculate the effective rate

coefficients. However, on the other side, as explained in Sect. 2.1.7, the deter-

mination of fj(q) requires knowing the photon flux and the concentrations of

all chemical species, including electrons and molecular anions and cations.

Our formulation with dust charge moments and effective rates still conforms

with the basic shape of a coupled system of first-order ODE system,

dni
dt

= Pi − Li = Fi(~n) , (A.1)

which enables us to use numerical ODE solvers to advance the chemistry. The

term ni is the particle density of chemical species i, ~n = {n1, ... , nI} is the

solution vector, Pi and Li are the total production and destruction rates, Fi

represents the components of the right-hand side (RHS) vector, and I is the

number of chemical species that include 3 × J dust moments. From ~n, we

could in principle update fj(q) in each call of the RHS vector, then update

the effective rate coefficients, and calculate all Fi. However, this would result

in an extremely slow computational method because the calculation of fj(q)

requires the computation of tens of thousands of rates for all individual charging

states. In addition, we would need implicit solvers, which require the Jacobian

derivative ∂Fi/∂nj , that is, for each integration step one would need to carry out

the determination of fj(q) a couple of 100 times. Normally in astrochemistry,

one can calculate the rate coefficients only once, prior to calling the ODE solver,

because the rate coefficients do not depend on the particle densities, and then

compute Fi and ∂Fi/∂nj from these rate coefficients in very efficient, quick ways.

In contrast, according to our formulation of the problem, the rate coefficients

here depend on the particle densities in complicated ways.
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We figured that there is a much more efficient way to solve our chemical

equations by means of an iterative approach. To obtain a time-independent so-

lution of our chemical equations, as used in this paper, we followed the following

algorithm:

(1) Provide an initial guess of the particle densities ~n based on the results

obtained for the previously solved grid point.

(2) Compute fj(q) from ~n.

(3) Compute all rate coefficients, including the effective rate coefficients, from

fj(q).

(4) Solve ~F (~nnew) = 0 for given rate coefficients to obtain the new solution

vector ~nnew.

(5) Compute the relative changes of electron density ne and mean grain charges

〈qj〉 in all size bins j between iterations.

(6) If these relative changes are < 10−5 and < 10−2, respectively, then take

~nnew as solution and stop the iteration.

(7) Provide a better guess for ~n and jump back to (2).

For step (7), we applied the following strategy. Each iteration was assigned

a quality defined as Qnew = nnew
e − ne. At first instance, we took ~n ← ~nnew

as the improved guess in step (7), that is, we performed a Λ iteration. In all

subsequent calls, we used the previous and current electron densities and Q

values to provide a better guess of the solution vector,

0 = Qnew +X (Q−Qnew) (A.2)

~n ← ~nnew +X (~n− ~nnew), (A.3)

by determining the value for X that nullifies Q in case Q is a linear function

of ne, that is, we performed a Newton step. Precisely speaking, we put 0 =

Qnew + ∂Q
∂ne

(n0
e − nnew

e ) where we found ∂Q
∂ne

=(Q−Qnew)/(ne − nnew
e ) from the

two previous iterations to determine the next improved guess of the electron

density n0
e related to X = (n0

e−nnew
e )/(ne−nnew

e ). If the magnitude of the new

quality Qnew was much smaller than the magnitude of the old quality Q, X was

close to zero, and we essentially performed another Λ iteration. The reader may
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verify that the resulting electron density according Eq. (A.3) is indeed n0
e . This

numerical method typically converges within a couple of iterations. In a few

cases, however, the method started to oscillate. We therefore monitored the Q

values and saved the ~n vectors that were encountered during the iteration. Once

we found the negative and positive entries for Q, we bracketed the solution and

used the two iterations that produced the smallest positive and largest negative

Q values to provide a better next guess for ~n in step (7).

In case we required a time-dependent solution of Eq. (A.1), not performed

in this paper, we used a different strategy. The problem in this case is that

with constant rate coefficients, the solution may start to alternate between two

charging states with every time step taken. For example, highly negatively

charged grains do not take any more electrons (i.e., the km,j,e become small),

which means that during the next time step, the grains charge up less negatively,

and so on. Our solution here was to monitor the dependencies of the effective

rate coefficients kr on electron density ne and use the correction power law

kr = kref
r

(
ne

nref
e

)pr
(A.4)

whenever the ODE solver required the RHS or the Jacobian. The term nref
e

is a reference electron density from which kref
r was calculated, and ne is the

actual electron density occurring during the integration. The term pr is a rate

coefficient correction power law index. The initial conditions were ~n = ~n(t=0),

nref
e = ne(t=0), and pr = 0.

The whole time-dependent approach can be summarized in eight steps:

(1) Compute fj(q) from ~n and rate coefficients kref
r from fj(q).

(2) Advance the chemistry for time step ∆t from ~n with rate coefficients ac-

cording to Eq. (A.4), resulting in ~nnew(t+ ∆t).

(3) Compute new fj(q) and new rate coefficients knew
r from ~nnew.

(4) Update the rate coefficient correction indices as pr = (log knew
r −log kr)/(log nnew

e −
log ne).

(5) Assess the uncertainty ∆~n based on the difference between ~k and ~knew

and ∆t.
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(6) Limit the increase of the next time step ∆t when large relative uncertain-

ties ∆ni/ni are found.

(7) If t + ∆t reaches the requested total integration time, take ~nnew as the

solution and stop the iteration.

(8) Update t= t+ ∆t, ~n = ~nnew, nref
e =nnew

e , and kref
r = knew

r and jump back

to (2).

This algorithm can slow down the computation of a t-dependent solution when

strong oscillations would occur, resulting in large ∆ni where smaller time steps

are indeed required. However, the algorithm manages to sufficiently damp

these oscillations and quickly re-increases the time step once the conditions

have changed and the oscillations disappear.

A.3 Dissociative molecular ion attachment re-

actions

Consider a reaction between dust grains and NH4
+ molecules, in which the

NH4
+ molecule dissociates,

Z−q + NH4
+ → Z−(q−1) + NH3 + H (A.5)

where Z−(q−1) is a dust grain that is less negatively charged than Z−q by a factor

of one. The reaction enthalpy, which tells us whether a reaction is exothermic

or endotherm, is given by

∆Hr = Hf (Z−(q−1)) +Hf (NH3) +Hf (H)−Hf (Z−q)−Hf (NH4
+) , (A.6)

where Hf is the heat of formation of a substance from a chemical standard

state, which we set here as purely atomic in the absence of electric fields. For

neutral molecules, we used the atomization energies H0
f derived from the stan-

dard enthalpies at 0K from UMIST Woodall et al. [2007], but for Hf (NH4
+), we

needed to take into account the electric potential in the presence of the electric
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field of the dust grain at its surface

Hf (NH3) = H0
f (NH3) (A.7)

Hf (H) = H0
f (H) (A.8)

Hf (NH4
+) = H0

f (NH4
+)− qe2

a
. (A.9)

The heat of formation of a negatively charged dust grains is

Hf (Z−q) = Hf (atoms→ Z0) +

q∑
i=1

Hf (Z−(i−1) → Z−i) , (A.10)

where Hf (atoms→ Z0) is the heat of formation of a dust grain from the atoms

it is composed of. The term Hf (Z−(i−1) → Z−i) describes the energy liberated

when moving a single electron from infinity to the grain’s surface (takes energy)

and then attaching it to the surface (liberates energy E0)

Hf (Z−(i−1) → Z−i) = −E0 +
(i− 1)e2

a
. (A.11)

Using the Gaussian sum formula, the total formation enthalpy of a negatively

charged grain is hence

Hf (Z−q) = Hf (atoms→ Z0)− q E0 +
e2

a

q

2
(q − 1) . (A.12)

From Eq. (2.12), we could identify the constant E0 = W0−Ebg, where W0 is the

work function and Ebg the band gap, and we assumed both to be independent

of q.

The reaction enthalpy according to Eq. (A.6) is then given by

∆Hr = E0 +
e2

a
+H0

f (NH3) +H0
f (H)−H0

f (NH4
+)

= E0 +
e2

a
+ PA(NH4

+)− 13.6 eV (A.13)

where the proton affinity is PA(NH4
+) = H0

f (NH3)+H0
f (H+)−H0

f (NH4
+), and

H0
f (H) − H0

f (H+) = −13.6 eV is the ionization energy of hydrogen. Since the

term e2/a is negligible even for grains as small as 0.1µm, Eq. (A.13) allowed us

to state that a dissociative attachment reaction is exothermal when the work

function minus the band gap plus the proton affinity of the respective molecule
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is smaller than 13.6 eV, independent of q.

There is, however, a small correction term of order e2/a that complicates

things. In our derivation, this term arises from the removal of one electron and

one positive molecular ion from the electric field at the grain surface by the

reaction, and this term is size dependent. Similar correction terms appear in

Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13). In the current code version, we used E0 = 5.89 eV, as

explained in more detail at the end of Section 2.1.4.
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ing mechanism that could achieve this is triboelectric charging.
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that could achieve this are for example gravity or turbulent vortices 12

2.1 Sketch of the linear chain of reactions that populate and depop-

ulate the charge states q. A forward reaction adds a positive

charge, a reverse reaction adds a negative charge. . . . . . . . . . 30
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2.2 Overview of the charge distribution function fj(q). The two up-

per panels show the charge distribution function in relation to the

charge held by each dust grain bin q. The lower panels also show

the charge distribution function but in relation to total charge

per dust grain bin size Q/a. The two left panels show the result
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2.3 Illustration of how the charge per dust grain radius (q/a) [µm−1]
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2.4 Hydrogen nuclei density n〈H〉 [cm−3] as a function of radius r and
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2.5 Calculated gas temperature structure in the disk model Tg(r, z).

Colored lines show different orders of magnitude in Kelvin. . . . 41

2.6 Electron concentration ne/n〈H〉 as a function of position in the

disk. We highlight areas, A-F, where the character of the chem-

ical processes leading to grain charge and gas ionization are dif-

ferent (see text). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41

2.7 Concentrations ni/n〈H〉 of selected chemical species important for

the charge balance in the midplane in region A. The dotted blue

line represents the concentration of negative charges on all dust

grains Z− =
∑
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−
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on grain surfaces, whereas free electrons e− are less important
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2.8 Reaction diagram showing how the gas is ionized and the grains

obtain negative charges in region A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44

2.9 Same plot as Fig. 2.7 but for region B. The dashed black lines

illustrate the transition between the regions A and B and between
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